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Sttidles on th.€ Effects of ^ t3iod 
of Application of Fertilizers to 
Some CouEnon Field Crops. 
Fertilizers are used in most cases primarily, 
to increase the yield of crops. Under certain conditions, 
for a given crop, there may be & best nsethod of applying 
the fertilizer in order to obtain the greatest increase in 
yield. The effect of the method of application of the 
fertilizer on the germination, seedling growth, root 
developnient, resistance to disease or hardiness, and the 
early growth of liie plant T7ill determine, to a great ex­
tent, the valixe of the fertilizer. The purpose of Hiis 
investigation was to study some of the effects of iiie 
method of application of fertilizes on plant growth and 
crop yields, and also sorse of the secondary effects such 
as, the development of roor.s, becterial action, germination, 




The Effect of Fertilizers on Root 
Developnient of Plants 
The effect of fertilizers on the root 
developsaent of various crop plants has been studied oy 
niany investigators, and an excellent review of the 
literature on the characteristic growth of corn roots has 
been given by Miller (37), In 1846, Lav/es (33) observed 
that superphosphate of lime promoted the early development 
of the young turnip plant, especially the lateral and fib­
rous roots. Goff (20) concluded "That moisture and ferti­
lity have more influence in determining the position and 
direction of corn roots than soil temperature." Polle 
(42) obtained a greater ^seight of roots of barley when 
grown in unfertilized than in fertilized sand. T/att (59) 
secured an increased root development of barley and wheat 
apparently due to the application of phosphatic fertilizers. 
Harris (25) studied the effect of soil noisture, plant 
food and age on the ratio of tops to roots in plants, and 
found that corn in sand ciiltures made proportionately a 
greater root growth on sand of low moisture content. Duley 
and Miller (13) found that the root grossrth of corn was 
proportionately greater with mirJiauin imtrients, and the 
plants had a tendency to p3?od-ace more fibpous roots than 
when optisiajn nutrients were supplied. Holl (41) recarHia 
a greater developsient of corn roots TJith nitrogen ttian 
with phosphorus fertilizers. L!a<iuenne and Deraoussey (34) 
o^)served that calciuni sulfate stimulated the gro-^fth of 
pea seedlings to a sarked estent. Fred and Tottin^aa 
(18) foujsd tliat ealcitaa sulfate was effective in stinulat-
ing the root growth of red clover. Conner et al (12) 
found that dilute solutions of aluniaum nitrate reta2?ded 
the developaent of corn roots. 
The Effect of Method of Application of 
Fertilizers on Root Development 
The effect of siethod of application of ferti­
lizers on the development of the roots of various crop 
plants 1ms received but little attention. Ho'obe (40) 
studied the effect of location of fertilisers on the 
development of corn roots, and found tlie nuniber of branch­
es per unit length of both f-e prisiarj and secondary roots 
was greater in the fertilized zone than in the -onfertilized 
soil. Gile and Carrero (19) experimenting with rice plants 
observed that the fewer roots which were supplied with 
tlae eleisent, the siaaller was the total amount of the element 
which was absorbed. Haskell (27) noted the importance of 
applying the fes^tilizera in sucn a way that so faj? as 
possible, all the roots of the plant would be supplied 
witli the fertiliser. Goe (10) fotind that acid phos­
phate located below the hill stismlated the root 
development of corn, "but conniercial 2-12-2 located be­
low the hill restricted root development in the fertil* 
ized zone. Millar (36) con^a3?ed the effect of 200 
poiiods per acre of 3-10-4 on the growth of com roots 
when the fertilizer was located below the hill, with 
400 poimds per acre applied broadcast. He concliided 
that the root gror^rth uas not restricted T7hen the fertil­
izer was applied below the hill, and that the amount 
and character of root growth -sas not appreciably affect­
ed by the nethod of application of the fertilizer. 
Truog et al (57) concluded ^Ihat nusserious greenhouse 
and field tests have given no evidence that hill fertil­
ization restricts root gro^rth^. Harper (24) concluded 
that "Ho decrease in root developnent v;as detected be-
tween fertilized ard unfertilized plants when the rate 
of hill fertilization did not exceed 200 pounds per 
acre and the nitrogen content of the fertilizer did not 
exceed three percent as aaJiaonia." 
The Effect of gertiliz^gs on Bacterial Action^ 
!i!h© literatxire on the effect of fertilizers 
on "bacterial action in the soil is voliuiilnous, but the 
coiaparative effect of various methods of application 
of the fertilisers is scanty. Fred and Hart (17) in 
a study of the coaporative effect of phosphates ajad 
sulfates on soil becteria s-ogsested tiiat ''Possibly the 
increased crop production of a soil resulting from the 
application of soluble phosphates is in part due to 
the promotion of bacterial activity." Greaves (22) 
concluded that those cospounds \7hich are the aost active 
as stisrolants to the M^er plants are also aost active 
in stimulating bacteria, and that it is very likely 
that the effect upon the plant is due to the action of 
the compound upon the bacteria \?hi2h in turn render 
available more plant food. Brown (6) found that liae 
increased nitrate production from amraonixsa sulfate and 
dried blood, the gain being almost proportional to the 
amount added. Bro^ and Gouda (7) fotmd that rock 
phospliate, acid phosphate, sodiunt nitrate, and siaali 
applications of 2-8-2 gave an increase in the nitrute 
content of tlie soil, and stiinulated the nitrifying 
power of the soil. Allison (1) found that "^imo-Phos" 
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Increased the rate of aarionifieation in cotton-seed 
meal, but decreased it in dried blood. Harper {24) 
foxmd tnat hill fertilisation did not cause any accium-
lation of asamonia in tliree soils studied. The accnnni-
lation of nitrates in a sandy loan v;as reta3?ded, while 
in a silt loam no appreciable increase or decrease "eras 
observed. 
The Sffect of Fertilizers on the 
Qeamination and Grogth of Seedlings 
ISie injurious effect of fertilizers on the 
gemination of seeds has been ImoHn alsost as long as 
fertilizers have been used. (35, 35, 9). Several 
theories have been advaziced to account for the injury. 
Most investigators have concluded tliat it iffas due to 
the ossotic resistance offered to water entrance to the 
seed. Slosson and Buffum (49) concluded that the 
physical force of absorption only was the cause of de­
layed germination. Slosson (50) found that isosnotic 
solutions produced nearly the sar^e effcct, concluded 
that the osmotic pressure was more important than the 
kind of salt. Buffus (3) found that the retarding effect 
of a salt solution on the gesr^aination of seeds T7as in 
direct proportion to its osmotic pressure, except- where 
other factors entered, as the caustic effect of sodium 
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carbonate or the solution was very dilute* Ewart (15) 
concluded that the injtu?ious effect of salts on the 
germination of -wheat ^as due mainly to osmotic influences. 
Harris (26) found that the injurious action of 
salts was not in all cases proportional to the oaiaotic 
pressure. Shive (48) reported the retarded genaination 
to be directly related to the aniount of water absorb^ 
by the seeds, which in turn was dependent upon the con­
centration of the solution. Allison (1) concluded 
that the concentration of the salt was the priinary 
cause of the injury to the gemination and young plants, 
and secondary to this .as tiie acid radical and the base 
with which it was coabined. Rudolfs (44) found that the 
rate of absorption was progressively retarded by an in­
crease in the ossotic concentration of tlie solution. 
Greaves and Lund (23) concluded that "2here is probably 
a physiological action of the stjbstance upon the living 
protoplasE, clianging its cheaical and physical properties 
so that it cannot function properly." She2?wln (47) 
found that soluble fertilisers delayed gei^ination, v/hile 
organic fertilisers caused the death of the cell. Truog 
et al (57) concluded that the osmotic pressure of trie 
seed, the osinotic pressure of the sprout, and the pro­
tective covering over the sprout deterained t}ie amount of 
9 
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effect of fertiliaeps on the gepmiTiation of seeds. Hicks 
(28) concliided that the chief inj-cupy to geraination by 
chemical fertilizers was inflicted upon the young sprouts 
aftes» they left the seed coat, and before they energed 
from the soil, \vhile the seeds themselves injuu?ed 
033iy sii^tly or not at all. Pred (13) found that 
seeds of a hi^ oil content were very easily danaged 
by certain fungi ^ ich develop on clover irorned tinder 
as a green irianure. Hutcheson and wolfe (29) fourad 
that 200 poiiads to 400 pounds per acre of vai'ious 
fertilizers drilled direct contact in the seed row, on 
a saMy loaa, did not materially affect the 
and nodule forciation of soy beans. Salter and Licllvaine 
(45) found that the gerEiination of the seed was less 
sensitive to an acid reaction in wheat, com, soy beans, 
and alfalfa than was the subsequent growth of the seed­
ling. Bro-sm (5) found that a saturated solution of 
sodium chloride had slightly less osmotic pull than the 
seed contents of Hordeua vulgare. 
!ghe Effect of Fertilizers on the Early Grovrth, 
Maturity, Yield, and Quality of Crops. 
The effect of fertilisers on the early 
groTTth, niaturity, yield and quality of crops eonatitutes 
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th© Tstillc of fertiliser investigations. Stvidies on the 
effect of aethods of application of fertilizers are 
coBspamatively recent, and the indirect effects of 
nsthoda of application of fertilizers to crops have re­
ceived practically no attention, r^'ild (61) observed an 
increase in the tillering of t?heat when the seeds had 
been previotisly treated v7ith a three percent solution of 
the sulfate oi' nitrate of arirnonia* Grantham (21) 
foxind that nitrogen and phosphortta increased the nuaber 
of tillers in -iiJinter "fflieat, but potassium did not appear 
to promote tillering. 31acks?ell and Buie (3) secured 
increased yields and earlier riaturing cotton fron tlie 
use of phosphorus fertilisers. Schuster (48) recora-
siends 250 pounds per acre of acid phosphate and 50 
pounds per acre of potassiun chloride to increase the 
yield and to hasten rnaturity of soy beans on Sassafras 
soils \7hcn farm manure is not available. Sllett and 
'.Volfe (14) obtained increased yields and a hi^ner per­
centage of marketable com fros the use of :aanure» 
Holl (41) records a lo^er percentage of soft corn, and 
corn of a lower percentage of tsoisture v7hen phosphorus 
fertilizers were used. Stalman and Aarsaodt (51) con­
cluded that the direct effect of fertilisers on the 
character of plant groi^th and yields were ^sach more isi-
10-
portaat than their effect on the severity of stem rust 
cf •!!?heat» Lawes (35) concluded that the hi^ quality of 
grain, to a great extent, vyas detensined "by clisate in­
dependently of the action of :namires. Bailey (2) con­
cluded that the variations in the conpostion cf 'lard 
spring wheat were largely dne to enviroiment, incltiding 
clismte and soil. Wide variations were secared in the 
ccaposition of the sane variety from different localities. 
The percentage of protein decreased as the percentage of 
rainfall for the season increased* Brooks (4) conclsid-
ed that dissolved phospliates stimulated the early .srcvrfch 
of corHa hastened the jsatiarlty and increased the quality. 
Dnley and Killer (13) fot^nd the percent of phosphorus, 
calcim, and magnesiiiai in the coi'n plant rather constant 
regardless of the amount s-c^jplied, hut the percent of 
nitrogen and potassiuc. '7as approsiisately proportional 
to the supply of the nutrients during the period ^ust 
previous to harvest. 
She Bffect of Method of Application of Fertil" 
izsrs on the Maturity, Yield a23d Qaality of crops. 
A3 early as 1846, Lawes (33) believed that 
the conflicting resTilts cf effects of guanos were due 
laainly to differences in the manner of application* 
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Taft {53 and 54) secored larger yields of aarlsetable 
potatoes when the fertilisers t?ere located 'Hssder" tae 
seed. is"anson (39) o'btained practically no diffe2?ence 
in the yield of potatoes irhether the fertilizers were 
applied a'oove the seed or oroadcast. Van 31y2£e (5S) 
obtained larger yields of potatoes when the fertilisers 
;?ere applied in the drill rc^7 ^lien the ano-unt applied 
was less than 1500 potinds per acre, but v#hen 2000 po-onda 
per acre was applied, the best raethod appeared to be 
broadcast. Mooers (38) secured larger increases in the 
yield of corn ijith 250 pounds per acre of cosplete fertil­
izer applied in the drill ro^v, but ';7ith 500 pounds to 
1000 po-onds per acre slightly larger increases in yield 
were obtained '.7hen the fertilizer uas applied broadcast 
and haiT?o»7ed in« Rane and Hall (43) sec-^red larger 
yields of potatoes -ijheii the fertilisers ^ ere applied 
abov6 the seed, tiian when applied below the seed. Jordan 
and Sirrine (50) concluded that tliere '.sas a sli^it ad­
vantage in ro?? application of fertilisers over the broad­
cast nethod for potatoes. lerp-ely (31) concluded that 
drilling the fertilizer was better' for grain than broad­
cast applications. V»illiar:3, Zilgore, and Hussell (S2) 
secured larger yields of cotton on Cecil soils, when 
the fertiliser -.7as applied in the drill row bclosr the 
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seed, and concluded that 400 pounds per acre or less 
should never be applied broadcast. Tacke (52) con­
cluded that row fertilization of oats and rye on sandy 
upland moor soils was accompanied by an increase in 
crop yield in t;';o consecutive years as compared with 
broadcast applications of the fertilizers, Thorne 
(55) concluded that fertilizers should be applied 
broadcast in order to prevent the spotted effect on 
the follov;ing crop, and to reduce drouth injury due to 
restricted root development produced by hill fertiliz­
ation, Coe (9) found tl:iat "Annno-Phos" applied at the 
sides of the hill gave the earliest maturity, good 
yields, and was safe from germination injury. Truog 
et al (57) concluded that the "best method" of appli­
cation of fertilizers for corn was above the seed, in 
the drill row above the seed for oats, in the drill 
row for cabbage, and below or at the sides for potatoes 
Goe (11) obtained the inost economical returns from the 
use of moderate applications of fertilizers on oats and 
wheat when the fertilizers v;ere drilled direct contact 
in the seed row, but for large applications, the best 
method appeared to be a splitting of the total 
application between the drilled direct contact in the 
seed row method and the broadcast method. In the ferti 
lization of com, the hill methods appeared equal to or 
15-
even stipepior to the broadcast method if the fertilizer 
v;as not delivered direct contact into the hills v/ith 
the seed. Earlier mat-arity \vas secured v;ith the hill 
method. The above and helow the hill locations of the 
fertilizer was thought to "be "unvyise. Comparisons of 
the two hill methods - to the rear of the hill and at 




The Effect of Method of Application of Ferti­
lizer on the Development of Corn Roots. 
It has long been known that corn possesses 
a characteristic root system. Ten Eyck (55) found that 
com 50 days after planting had two classes of roots; 
those that cirrved out from the nrov/n and grew directly, 
and those that spread out in a horizontal plane and 
then curved downward, the roots of the second class 
being found chiefly in the upper 12 inch layer of soil, 
'weaver (60) states that all cereals, including corn, 
posses a root system in v;hich there is -a definite group 
of more or less horizontal spreading roots lying v/ithin 
the first 1 to 1.5 feet of soil, and a second group of 
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deeply penetrating roots, extending into the subsoil to 
depths of 6 to 7 feet. It seened thsrefope that the 
effect of different methods of applying fertilizers on 
the development of corn roots should be easily traced, 
and if a correlation could be established betv/een the 
methods and early growth, maturity, yield, and quality 
of the corn, the problem of selecting the best location 
for various fertilizers on corn '.vould be simplified. 
Greenhouse and field experiments were 
planned to study this problem and to determine the 
effects on the developnent of corn roots vhen fertilizers 
were applied by different methods. The fertilizers were 
located in direct contact v;ith the seed, at the sides of 
the seed, and below the seed. The fertilizers employed 
were 0-12-0, made by adding the proper amount of sand to 
16 percent acid phosphate, 0-12-2, nade from acid 
phosphate, potassium chloride, F.nd sand thoroly mixed 
together in the right proportions, and 2-12-2, composed 
of amoniion sulfate, acid phosphate, potassium chloride 
and sand, also properly mixed. 
Greenhouse Studies 
The early grov/th of corn roots v;as 
studied in the greenhouse vjith the moisture conditions 
-15-
under control. All treatnsnts were laade in duplicate. 
•:vhen the fertilizer waa to be located in contact with 
the seed, it was spread over an area 5 inches square, 
the seed being placed in the center of this ai'ea, and 
then covered with two inches of soil. For the location 
"below the seed, the fertilizer was distributed over an 
area 5 inches square, and one incbe belov; the seed. 
v'hen applied at the sides of the seed it r/as placed in 
strips 2 1/2 inches -^ride and 5 inches long, one inch 
fron the seed. Pour-gallon porcelain pots v/ere filled 
v7ith ^?ebster silt loam, and 2 kernels of Reid's yellovj 
dent corn were planted in each plot. Tests on tliis 
seed- showed 100 percent germination in 4 days. The 
optiBitun moisture content of the soil was maintained 
thruout the experiment, Sirrht days after planting one 
plant frcE each pot was tal:en up, the roots v/ashtid, 
and dravvings nade to scale. Thirty days after planting 
a second plant was talcen fron each pot and photographs 
nade of the root systems. Table 1 gives the various 
treatments and the genainaT^ion counts after planting. 
The data sho\7 that all the fertilizers 
located in contact v.-ith the seed retarded the gemin­
ation, and that this retardation was greater v/ith 
increasing amounts of fertilizer, except in the case 
of the 2-12-2 T/here 100 pounds per acre proved as 
1? A S L E 1 
(jree33ih.qase S-faadlea 
Tlie Effect of location of different fertilizers on tl 
P6ts Fertilizer Treatment Hixnber 
Ho, Analyses tMethod 0? : o : 4 : S ; 6 : 7 
• 
« :A"Dplication. ;days ; days : days : days : days 
1 - 2  Claeck z 0 4 
3 - 4  2-12-2 100# Contact 0 0 0 0 0 
5 - 6  0-12-0 100# Contact 0 2 3 3 3 
7 - 8  0^12-2 100# Contact 0 0 2 3 3 
9 - 10 C3aec]£ X 0 2 3 3 3 
11-12 2-12-2 100# Sides 0 3 4 
13 - 14 0-12-0 loo^ f Sides 0 4 
15 - 16 0-12-2 100# Sides 0 3 4 
17 - 18 Check X 0 2 4 
19 - 20 2-12-2 100# Beloisr 0 4 
21 - 22 0-12-0 100# Below 0 2 4 
23 - 24 0-12-2 100# Below 0 3 4 
25 - 26 Glaeek X 0 2 4 
27-28 2-12-2 200# Contact 0 0 1 1 1 
29-30 0-12-0 200# Contact 0 1 2 2 2 
51 - 32 0-12-2 200# Contact 0 0 1 1 2 
33-34 Check X 0 1 3 3 4 
35 - 36 2-12-2 200# Sides 0 1 4 
37-38 0-12-0 200# Sides 0 4 
39-40 0-12-2 200# Sides 0 2 4 
41-42 Check X 0 4 
43-44 2-12-2 200# BelOT? 0 1 3 3 3 
45-46 0-12-0 200# Below 0 3 4 
47 - 48 0-12-2 200# Below 0 4 

T A B L E  1  
lifferent fertilizers on the genainatioii of corn and deTelopinent of plants# 
ifunfoer of Plants -yj 'nidi came un at 
. . .  
' 'A " ' : 5 : 6 : ^  : 8 9 : 10 : 11 : : 13 : 14. 
Jays : days : days ! : days : days : days : days: days: days; days : days 
4 
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 
2 3 3 3 3 3 4 
0 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 









0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
0 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 










injurious as 200 pounds per acre. The 0-12-0 did not 
retard the germination as riuch as the 2-12-2 or the 
0-12-2. ^Iien the fertilizers were located oelow, or 
at the sides of the seed, no appreciable injury to 
gemination v;as s] a^-n. 
One hundred pounds per acre of the 2-12-2 
and 0-12-2 in contact tvith the seed retarded the devel-
oprsent of the primary teiaporary roots, plate 1, The same 
amount of the G-12-0 in contact ?/i*>h the seed, ho\"ever, 
stioulated the early grov;th of ohese roots as appears 
in plate 1. V/hen located at the sides of the seed, 100 
pounds of all the fertilizers stimulated primary tempor­
ary root growth, the 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 shov/ing nore 
effect than the 0-12-0, plate 2, V;ith 100 pound appli­
cations, the greatest development of priraary temporary 
roots occxjrred in all cases v;hen the fertilizers Tifere 
located below the seed, plate 3. 
'Then two hundred pounds per acre of the 
2-12-2 and 0-12-2 were used in contact v;ith the seed, the 
development of the pri!nary temporary roots was retarded, 
plate 4. Eo retardation of teriporary root development 
was produced, however, by the same ara'/unt of the 0-12-0 
in contact \vith the seed, plate 4. Applications of 200 
pounds of the 2-12-2, 0-12-2 and 0-12-0 inade at the 
sides of the seed caused the production of nore secondary 
-17-
temporary roots than did similar applications of the 
fertilisers made in contact with the seed, plates 4 
and 5. The saiie aiaounts of the three fertilizers ap­
plied belov/ the seed permitted equally as good develop­
ment of primary and secondary temporary roots as v/as the 
case vvhen the applications were made at the sides of the 
seed, plates 5 and 6. 
One hundred pounds per acre of 2-12-2 in contact 
iv'ith the seed reta2?ded the development of the primary and 
secondary permanent roots, plate 7. On the other hand, 
similar applications of the 0-12-0 and 0-12-2 in contact 
Vfith the seed stimulated the development of the secondary 
permanent roots, ".lien located at the sides of the seed, 
this amount of the 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 increased the develop­
ment of permanent roots, Vifhile the 0-12-0 apparently had 
the oposite effect, plate 8, with all three fertilizers, 
the greatest development of permanent roots was secured 
v/hen the 100 pound applications v;ere located "belov/ the seed, 
plate 9. 
r/ith 200 pounds per acre of the 2-12-2 and 
0-12-0 in contact ic/ith the seed, growth was prevented, 
x^rhile a similar application of the 0-12-2 stimulated 
the grovjth of the secondary permanent roots, plate 1(\ 
The same amounts of the 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 located at 
the sides of the seed brought about a greater 
development of permanent roots than fiid the 0-12-0, 
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plate 11, '•'•hen located below the seed, the 200 pound 
applications of all the fertilizers gave the greatest 
development of primary and secondary permanent roots, 
plates 12 and 13. 
Field Studies 
Similar studies to those ^ust described 
on the effect of method of application of different 
fertilizers on the early growth of corn roots ?;ere con­
ducted in the field. Reid's yellow dent corn v;as 
planted in hills 40 inches apart August 1, 1924. The 
same fertilizers, 2-12-2, 0-12-2 and 0-12-0 were used, 
being applied in direct contact, at the sides of the 
seed, and below the seed as in the greenhouse. Gem­
ination counts, drawings, and photographs were riade as 
in the precec3ing experimenti The results are given in 
table 2i 
Proa a consideration of the data given in 
the table it is seen that 100 pound applications of all 
the fertilizers in contact v/ith the seed, or below the 
seed retarded germination. This retardation v/as less 
with the 0-12-0, however, than ?;ith either the 2-12-2 
or 0-12-2. Germination was not retarded by any of the 
fertilizers when they were applied at the sides of "he 
seed. 
T A B L E  2  
Field Studies 
The Effect of Location of Different Fertilisers on the 
Plot: Fertilizer Treatment fjimiber of PI 
ITo, : Analyses : Rate : Method of 4 : 5 ; 6 s 7 : 8 
• 
• : Application dajs : days ; days : days ; days 
1 Check 0 4 8 
2 2-12-2 100# Contact 0 0 0 1 2 
5 0-12-0 100# Contact 0 0 6 6 7 
0-12-2 100# Contact 0 0 0 1 1 
5 Check 0 4 7 8 
6 2-12-2 100# Sides 0 4 a 
7 0-12-0 100# Sides 0 3 7 7 7 
S 0-12-2 100# Sides 0 2 6 6 6 
9 Check 0 2 4 4 5 
10 2-12-2 100# Below 0 0 1 3 4 
11 0-12-0 100# Belovr 0 0 3 5 6 
12 0-12-2 100# BelosT 0 0 1 2 2 
IS Check 0 2 7 7 7 
14 2-12-2 200^  Contact 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0-12-0 200# Contact 0 0 4 5 7 
16 0-12-2 2oa# Contact 0 0 0 0 0 
17 Check 0 0 6 6 7 
18 2-12-2 200# Sides 0 2 7 7 7 
19 0-12-0 200# iides 0 A 8 
20 0-12-2 200# Sides 0 4 8 
21 Check 0 2 5 7 8 
22 2-12-2 200# Belovr 0 0 0 0 2 
23 0-12-0 200# Below 0 0 5 6 7 
24 0-12-2 200# Below 0 0 /L 5 6 

T A B L E  2  
fferen-t Pertilisers on the Gemiination of Gom and Development of Plants, 
StEibep of Plants TThicii came xap at 
5 : 6 J 7 8 : 9 : 10 : ll : 12 : IS : 14 
lays : days : days : days : days r days : days : days : days : days 
4 8 
0 0 1 2 2 2 2 4 6 6 
0 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 4 4 
4 7 8 
4 8 
3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
2 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 
2 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
0 1 3 4 5 5 7 7 7 7 
0 3 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 
0 1 2 2 5 6 7 8 
2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 4 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 6 
0 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
2 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 
4 8 
4 8 
2 5 7 8 
0 0 0 2 3 4 5 7 7 7 
0 5 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 
0 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 • 
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The 100 potind applications of the 
2-12-2 and 0-12-2 in contact with the seed retai»ded 
the development of the temporary roots, but similar 
applications of the 0-12-0 stinulated the early grov;th 
of these roots, plate 14, ^Yhen the fertilizers T;ere 
located at the sides of the seed, the 100 pounds of the 
2-12-2 and 0-12-2 stimulated the growth of prinary 
roots more than a similar application of the 0-12-0, 
plate 15, The same amounts of the 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 
applied below the seed retarded the development of 
primary temporary roots less than '.vlien applied in 
contact with the seed, plates 14 and 16, The 0-12-0 
applied "belovr the seed at the rate of 100 pounds per 
acre gave a greater development of the secondary 
temporary roots than did the same application in 
contact with the seed, plates 14 and 16. 
The growth of primary tempora3?y roots 
v;as retarded more v/ith larger amounts of the fertil­
izers when applied in contact v;ith the seed, plates 
14 and 17, Ho retardation of temporary roots was 
observed with 200 poxmds of the fertilizers avplied 
at the sides of the seed, plate 18, V/hen this amount 
of the fertilizers was applied below the seed, the 
2-12-2 and 0-12-2 retarded the development of tempor­
ary roots more than the 0-12-0, plate 19. 
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Photograpbs of the roots made 30 days 
after planting shov/ that 100 and 200 pounds per acre 
of the 2-12-2 applied in c ontact v;ith the seed retarded 
the development of the primary permanent roots, plates 
20 and 23, while tlie sane ainotmts of the 0-12-2 and 
0-12-0 similarly applied had no retarding effect on 
these roots. The 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 "brought ahout a 
greater development of the primary permanent roots than 
the 0-12-0 Y.'hen applications \7ere made at the aides of 
the seed, plates 21 and 24. The greatest development 
of the secondary permanent roots was secured, Iiowever, 
viith the 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 applied below the seed, 
plate 25. 
In the greenhouse studies no injury to 
germination vyas observed, and the greatest development 
of both the temporary and permanent roots was secured 
•A'hen the fertilizers were applied below the seed. In 
the field studies, when the fertilizers were located 
below the seed, the development of the temporary roots 
was retarded, but the growth of the secondary permanent 
roots was stlniulated, especially in the fertilized zone. 
These results indicate that the greatest development of 
both the temporary and permanent roots wo^^ld be secured 
if the fertilizer were applied where it would have no 
injurious effects and the greatest number of roots 
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could obtain it. It v/as assumed that these conditions 
would be obtained by applying the fertiliser so that it 
would be thoroly mixed v;ith a .layer of soil 3 or 4 
inches rride, 10 to 12 inches long, and one inch deep, 
and placing the seed in the niddle of the layer, The 
follov/ir^ experiments, based upon this assimptioR, 
were conducted in the field. 
The effect of the various fertilisers on 
the development of com roots when the fertilisers v/ere 
applied in the hill nixed v/ith the soil over an area S 
inches wide, 12 inches long, and one inch deep was 
ccsnpared with the development obtained when the locations 
were Tiade at the sides of the seed, plates 35 and 34, 
The applications of the fertilisers at the sides of the 
seed \7ere made in strips one inch wide f;nd 12 Inches 
long on either side of the seed. Two hundred pounds per 
acre of the fertilizers ivere applied as shovm in table S. 
The experiment was located on the 
Carrington sandy loan which usually gives large increases 
in the yield of corn frosi the use of fertilisers. Three 
kernels of Reid^s yelloi« dent corn v;ere planted in hills 
40 inches apart. Later they v^ere thinned to tv;o stalks 
per hill. The seeds were planted and the fertilizer 
applications were made by hand. The riethod of King 
(32) and Ten 2yck (56) hs modified by Harper (24) was 
imm 5 
ffiie Effect of Method of Application 
of Fertilizers on the Development of 
Corn Roots* 
Plot; Fertilizer Treatment 
Ko, : Sate of I 1 
; application ; Analyses : Method of application 
1 2(X^ per acre 2-12-2 imi 
2 200# per acre 2-12-2 Sides 
5 Z00§ per acre 0-12-0 IBM 
4 20{^  per acre 0-12-0 Sides 
5 20Qit per ac3?e 0-12-2 im 
6 20(^  per acre 0-12-2 Sides 
7 Ho treatraent 
j 
Bote: IM means that the fertilizer "aras 
applied in the hill raixed wil^i the 
soil. 
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used in studying the devolorment of the rootjj, A trench 
about 5 feet deep and 2 feet v/ide was dug 6 inches from 
the hill, r-nd the soil washed fro?a the roots v;ith water 
from a force punp. Both draisings and photographs of the 
root systems were nade. As is shovm in the drawings the 
corn was at the stage 'i7hen the large brace roots were 
beginning to grow down into the soil, but before the 
characteristic early groT^th, as affected by the nethod of 
application of the fertilizers t^as nasked. 
The results of this expez'inient v/ere very 
striking, A comparison of plates 26 to 32 snoTJs that all 
the fertilizers used increased the development of both 
the prinary and secondary roots, and that the greatest 
development of secondary roots vvas obtained v/hen the 
fertilisers were located in the hill mixed iffith the soil. 
Here, as in the preceding experinents, th^ 2-12-2 sjid 
0-12-2 affected the development of the secondary roots. 
However, the method of application of the fertilizers 
:3ade a greater difference in the character of root 
development than did the kind of fertilizer used. 
In all of the preceding experiments the 
fertilisers were applied by hand, and the location v/as 
definite and exact. It seemed desirable, therefore, to 
study the development of rootK of corn v/hich had been 
planted with a machine, when the fertiliser applications 
were r^ade by the attachment used in the field experinents 
-23-. 
discmssed later. Then i? tlisse data ccfald be correlated 
with early grovrth^ raafrarity^ yield and qijality they vv'ould 
have a practical significance. Plants frcrii plots 6 to 12 
incl-asive, talDle 14, were selected for this stiidy. The 
roots v.'ere v;ashed out and the development recorded in 
* 
drawing Tshich vjere made to scale. 
The broadcast applications ivere made with a 
fertilizer grain drill. The location in the hill ciised 
with the soil above the seed "vras made with the planter 
and attacteent shown in plates 15 - 67. The application 
in the hill was siade by renoving the spreaders, plate 67. 
iihen the fertilizers wore located in the 
hill , an enormous increase in the development of both 
the primary and secondary roots was seciir-ed, plates 35 
; and 40. The fertilizers applied broadcast T/ere as 
I effective in stimulating the development of the pi'i;;ary 
i roots as they T;ere v/hen applied above ("I-H-!.!") the hill, 
but the 2-12-2 located above the hill produced a gre-iter 
• developKient of secondary roots t:-:an wlien applied broad­
cast, plates 39 and 41. Proni a consideration of the 
; plates, it is seen that the location of tZoe fe:'^tiii2;er 
had more effect on the dsvelopraent of, com roots than did 
the kind of fertilizer used. 
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Discussion 
Prcm the greenhouse studies it appears 
that when the fertilizers used were not located in con­
tact with the seed the retardation of germi::iation was 
negligible. The greatest development of the prinary r.nd 
secondary roots, both in the temporary and permanent root 
systems, was obtained when the fertilizers were located 
one inch below the seed. The 0-12-0 applied in contact 
with the seed stimulated the early development of the 
secondary temporary roots, Tbe 2-12-2 and 0-12-2, \7hen 
located belovJ or at the sides of the seed, produced a 
greater development of roots tlian did similar applications 
of the 0-12-0, 
In the field tests positive evidence of the 
injurious effect of fertilizers applied in contact v;ith 
{ the seed was secured. The germination of the seed, and 
[ 
I the development of the temporary roots v?ere retarded 
v;hen the fertilizers vrere applied one inch below the 
seed. This was apparently due to moisture conditions, 
since it was not observed in the greenhouse studies 
v/here optimum moisture was maintained. However, the 
greatest development of seccaidary permansiit roots V7as 
obtained when the 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 were applied one 
inch below the seed. This would serve to indicate that 
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the fertilizers should be placed in the zone of greatest 
; root grov/th, arsd over an area large enongh to prevent 
any retardation of gemination and stibseqiaent injxirious 
effect on the root developaent. This fact is borne out 
in the experiments v;here the fertilizers v;erc ar.plied in 
the hill mixed with.the soil in a layer 3 inches wide, 
12 inches long, and one inch deep with the seed planted 
in the -dddle of the fertilized area. 
The studies on the nachine planted corn 
Ghow how inefficient the spreaders were in ialxing; the 
fertilizers in the hill with the soil. They located the 
j fertilizers in the hill 1/2 to one inch above the seed. 
t 
i uhen the fertilizers were located above the seed, the 
i ' 
I root development •was about the sasie as when the ferti-
; lizers were applied broadcast» V/hen the spreaders were 
i removed the fertilizer. spread thru the hill over an j 
i area about 2 1/2 inches v;ide and 15 inches long, partly 
: mixed Kith the soil. Reference to table 14 und to plates 
; 55 to 60 give sone idea of hai/ the root growth was 
correlated with the early gro\7th, maturity, yield ?Jid 
: quality. The greatest root gro'.rth v?as found where the 
fertilizer was applied in the hill, plates 36 a.nd 4C, 
, The most rapid gro'i'th of young com was roade on 
plots 7 and 11. The earliest mattering corn was also 
found on these plots, ^hile the yield and maturity of the 
corn on these plots did not var-j a great deal in t^is 
particular season, the results over a period of "rears 
vvould undoubtedl7 shot; greater differences. It seei-as 
safe to conclude from tliese studies that the desirable 
effects of fertilizers on corn such as early 
early maturity, increased yields and quality are correl­
ated v/ith the root 5rcv;th, and tl?.:it the gre::.tef3t devel­
opment of the prii-:riry and secondary temporary and 
persianent roots is secu'r^ed when the ferti?-iz6rs are 
applied in the hill properly mixed v;ith the soil. 
The Sgfect of Method of Application of 
Fertilizers on the Production of titrates 
in the Soil, and on the Hitrifyina Power 
of the Soil» 
It is quite generally believed that ap-
plicntions of fertilizers may stinulate certain bacterial 
activities vjhich nake available more plant food elenents, 
and thus, indirectly they nay iiicrease the yields of 
crop3» It seens quite probable, ho^ievor, tliat desirable 
bacterial action nay be stinulated, more or less, accord­
ing to the nethod by which the fertilisers have been 
applied. In this «vark an attenpt was made to detenaine 
the effect of the method of application of fertilisers on 
certain bacterial action in the soil, !Fne production of 
nitrates in the soil and the nitrify"ng poT/er of the soil 
v;e'-''e taken as a raecs-ure of tlie influence on •bacterial 
activities. 
Garrin^ton sandy loan having a pE value 
of 6.8 ras sieved and placed in ooxss sinilan to those 
shotm in plato 42. Tv/o hundred -paivad applications of the 
2-12-2, 0-12-0 nnd 0-12-2 fertiliz'jrs, as used in the 
previous "i^ork, '«ere nade in the hill and at the 3idea of 
the hill, in duplJ.oate boxes, Vlien the fertilisers v;s:'e 
located in the hill, the soil ";as rerooved to a depth of 
5 inches, a v/ire screen three inches wide and 12 inches 
long, was placed in the botton of the hill, a layer of 
soil one inch deep v/as nixed v/ith the fertillsor arjl 
placed on it, and another- screen placed on top. The 
fertiliser layer of soil was then covered 2 inches deep. 
Tiie location of the fertilisers at the sides of the hill 
was nade in a sinilar manner, er.cept that the fertilizers 
v;ere placed one inch froa the hill, in strips 2 l/s inches 
v/ide and 5 inches long. The optiiroE noisture con::ent v^as 
maintained tliruout the experiment. At intervals of 6, 12, 
24, 40 .ird SO days sainples v/ere ta'-ren aiid analysed for 
nitrates,- Duplicates samples of 100 graias of each soil 
rere incuhated v?ith 100 nigLi, of amoniu::: sulfate at rccm 
temperature for 4 weeks, ?he moisture content V7as nade up 
to the optjjEun and maintained there thruout the incu'cation 
period by frequent additions of distilled water. 2he 
nitrate content was determined colorimetrically by the 
phenoldisulphonic acid method* The averages of closely 
agreeing duplicates are given in tables 4 and 5, 
A consideration of the data in the table 
shows that the applications of the 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 
in the hill mixed vlth. the soil retarded the initial 
production of nitrates, Vilien they were applied at the 
sides of the hill, the production of nitrates was 
slightly stimulated in the first 12 days. Forty days 
a"ter application, the fertilizers showed practically 
no effect on the production of nitrates v/hen applied 
either in the hill mixed v?ith the soil, or at the sides 
i of the hill, The 0-12-0 applied in the hill mixed with 
j  I I  I I  I • nil 
i the soil stimulated the initial production of nitrates 
1 
slightly more than when applied at the sides of the hill, 
j The results presented in table 5 shav that 
I the nitrifying power of the soil 6 days after the 2-12-2 
and 0-12-2 had been applied in the hill mixed with the 
soil was considerably lov;er than v;hen the applications 
had been made at the sides of the hill. The 0-12-0 did 
not lower the nitrifying power of the soil when applied 
either in the hill mixed ?/ith the soil, or at the sides 
of the hill. Practically no differences were observed 
in the nitrifying pov;er of the soil from 12 to 60 days 
after the fertilizers had been applied. ' 
TABLE 4 
The Effect of Method of Application of 
Fertilizers on the Production of nitrates 
in the Soil* 
f 
SBunplesj Pounds of Nitrogen as Nitrates per 2,000,000 pounds of soil 
taken t t : t 
after t 8->12-2 t 0''12-0 i 0-12-2 t Check 
t t t' ' • ' » : » 
i I-H~M ; Sides : I-H-M : Sides : I»H-M : Sides i 
6 days 14*4 JJ4.0 35,6 32.0 17.6 51.4 29.5 
12 days 14.5 29.0 33.5 31.7 14.2 33.5 29.9 
24 days 20.9 26.9 2S.5 32.0 13.3 28,2 34.8 
40 days 21.3 22.4 21.1 21.8 18.4 21.8 22.4 
60 days 20,7 10.7 16.0 21.7 15.9 10,6 20,8 
TABLE 5 
Tlia Effect of Method of Application of Ferti­
lizers on the Nitrifying Power of the Soil. 
Saoiplea; Pounda of nitrogen as nitrates per 8,000,000 pounds of aoil 
I s t t 
J 2-12-2 t 0-12-0 t 0-12-2 t Oheok 
: } i : t : : 
• 
• I-H-M • 4 Sides t I-H-M ; Sides t I-H-M : Sides : 
6 days 9.6 18.3 18.5 16.5 4.7 22.8 20.3 
12 " 15.7 20.0 16.8 18.2 19.6 19.8 19.8 
24 " 37.7 34«S 34.2 40.6 33.5 37 ;7 40.6 
40 " 44.9 44.3 41.6 43.6 43.2 44.0 44.6 





The greenhoTase experiment was repeated in j 
i 
i 
the field on, che sa5ae soil type vrhen a crop of corn was i 
grown on the soil. The fertilizer applications were j 
I 
sade as in the preceding experinent, except that the I 
sides location of the fertilizers was nade in strips 
one inch wide and 12 inches long on either side of the i 
hill. The samples Vt'ere taken at intervals of 30, 45, 
60, 85 and 100 days after the applications had "been made, | 
Considerable difficulty was experienced in securing a crop ! 
of com, parts of the first tliree plantings being destroy-
j ed. For this reason samples wei^e not taken on plots where | 
i there "was no corn, and the data are incmtslete as shovm 5-n i 
i 
tables 6 and 7. I 
The data in the table shov/ that the 2-12-2 I 
I i 
applied in the hill mixed with the soil, tinder a crop of i 
i I 
j corn, stimulated the production of nitrates for 60 days j 
I I ) I 
I after the fertilizer was applied. Reference to table 4 1 
shov/s that applications of the 2-12-2 in the hill niixed ! 
' I 
with the soil retarded the initial production of nitrates j 
; I in a fallow soil in the greenhouse. In the field tests 
the 0-12-0 sticralated the production of rdtrates 100 days 
i 
after the fertilizer had been applied, the production 
•ffas greater when the application was in the hill mixed 
: i 
T-'ith the soil than vshen applied at the sides of the hill, | 
Proa the results in table 7 it is seen that 
the nitrif3?lng power of the soil receiving the 2-12-2 i 
TABLE 6 
The Effect of Method of ApplJ.ORtlon of pertl-
llzera on the Production of Hltratea In 
Field soils. 
t 
Samples t Pounda of Nitrogen as nltrntea per 2 ,  000 • ,000 pounda of ooll 
taken t  t  t  : . 
after t 2-12-2 t  0-12-0 m • 0-12-2 i  Check 
1 1 X t t  t t 
1 I-H-M : Sides : I-H-M : Sides • m I-H-M : Sides n 
30 days 93,0 ««k 43,5 
46 " 38.0 1 t t i
 1 1 i 1 3.0 
60 " 25.0 «MI 4*1 ** w»m» 16.5 
85 " 61.0 67.5 80.0 57.0 05.5 74.5 85,0 
100 " 89.5 82.0 .153.0 106.0 01.6 77.0 67.5 
TABLB 7 
Tlio Effect of Method of Application of 
Fortiliaers on the Nitrifying Power of 
Field Soil. 
Samplest Pounds of nitrogen ao nitrates per 2,000^000 pounds of aoll 
taken t : { : 
aftdr t g-'lg-g t 0-.18^ 0 > 0-«li3~8 i Choolc 
J : : I i i 
t I-H-M t Sldoo : I-H-M s Sides t i Sides : 
30 days 175.0 m Mi 188.0 
46 " 168.0 «« M 240,0 
60 " 19g.O •* M M 192.0 
85 " 160.5 135.0 1S2.0 138.6 140.0 151.5 98.0 
100 " 134 .0 94.0 94.0 94.0 96.0 134.0 139.0 
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applied in the hill zaixed \7ith the soil x!a.s lower th^n 
that of the ^ mt^eated soil for 45 days after the ferti­
liser v;as applied. These results indicate that bacterial 
action in the soil nay "be greatly influenced by the 
method of application of the fertilizers. 
Discussion 
The production of nitrates when the soil 
Tsras fallowed in the greenhouse was stiraulated or retarded, 
in proportion to the increased or decreased nitrifying 
poiv'er of the soil. The 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 fertilizers when 
applied in the hill mixed v;ith the soil decreased the 
nitrate production, and lowered the nitrifying povv-er of 
the soil for two weeks after the ferti3.i2ers were applied. 
Sae results of the field experiment are incomplete. How­
ever, they indicate tliat different effects may be produced 
\Then a crop is grovm on the soil. The effect of fsrtili-
7.ers on nitrification in the soil is important, and the 
method by which the fertilizers are applied may control 
largely the indirect effect of the fertilisers on plant 
groy.*th. 
The Effect of Hjll Fertilization on the 
Gegaination and Seedling; Growth of Corn. 
j Studies on the effect of nethod of appli­
cation of fertilizers to crops are largely based •upon" the 
retarding effect of the fertilizers on the geriaination of 
the seed. Many investigators have studied the effect of 
salts on the germination of various seeds, and nave con­
cluded that this retardation of gertaination was due to an 
incroased concentration of the soil solution v;hich prevent 
I ed germination because of a lack of the necessary moisture 
An attempt was made in this work to determine the action 
i- of certain fertilizers in retarding the germination of 
corn, and the effect on the seedling growth, 
i Two hundred pouMs per acre of the 2-12-2, 
i 0-12-0 and Or-12-2, calculated upon the basis of hill ap-
I plications in a layer of soil 3 by 12 inches and one inch 
: deep, were thoroly mixed v7ith 300 grams of pure quartz 
sand and placed in tumblers. Three series of 20 tumblers 
^eye arranged 'with each of the fertilizers. In series I 
and II the moisture content was maintained at 6.6 percent 
and 16.6 percent respectively for 8 days. In series III 
the moisture content ivas maintained at 6.6 percent for 4 
days, and at 16.6 percent for the next 4 days. Five 
Kernels of Reid^s yellow dent corn were planted in each 
tumbler. The number of kernels gei^nated at 4, and 8 
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days were counted. The data are given in table 8, 9 
and 10. 
The results as given in the tables show 
that 200 poimds per acre of the 0-12-0 in the hill mixed 
in sand cultiires did not retard the germination of corn. 
The 0-12-2 reduced the stand to 67 percent, and the 
2-12-2 allowed only 5 percent of the kernels to germ­
inate v.'hen the moisture content was maintained at 6.6 
percent. In series III where the moistiire content was 
maintained at 6.6 percent for 4 days, tod at 16.6 percent 
for the next 4 days, only 17 percent germination was 
obtained v/ith the 2-12-2^ However, lander these conditions 
97 percent gennination v/as obtained with the 0-12-2. 
with 16,6 percent moisture for-8 days, 56 percent and 98 
percent germination was obtained v/ith the 2-12-2 and 
0-12-2 respectively. These data indicate that with certain 
fertilizers, the retarding effect on the gormination of 
corn is due in part to some other factor than an increased 
concentration of solution. 
Two hundred pounds per acre of the 2-12-2 at 
16.6 percent moisture, a sugar solution of the same con­
centration, and a control v;ith water were set up in 
osmometers. Four kernels of corn were placed in each 
osmometer. After 2 and 6 days one kernel from each osmo­
meter was removed and photographed, plate 43-A, 
TABLE 8 
Series I 




after foiir days 
Percent germinated 
after ei^t days 
2-12«2 4 5 
0-12-0 100 100 
0-12-2 47 67 
Ciieck 100 100 
Hot©: 100 kernels represent 100 percent germination. 
TABES 9 
Series II 
15.6 percent moisttire 
Fertilizer 
treatment 
; Percent gearaiinated 
reTter fcmr days 
:Percent germinated 
: after ei^t days 
2-12-2 50 56 
0-12-0 100 100 
0-12-2 95 98 
Ciieck 100 100 
gABIiB 10 
Series III 
6.6 percent moistttre first four days, 





: Percent genainated 
• 
• 
: Percent germinated 
treatsient : after four days 
• 
• 
: after eiglat days 
« 
m-
2-12-2 4 17 
0-12-0 100 100 
0-12-2 48 97 
Glaec^ 100 100 
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2 days the corn in the control treatment 
•5vas germinated, while the treated kernels were apparently 
still dorraant, plate 43-A, Upon examination after 6 days 
in the osmccieter, the com treated with the 2-12-2 t/as 
turgid and apparently wor^ld soon germinate, the corn tinder 
the same oanotic pressure (i.e. treated with the sugar 
solution) had a radical ahout 0<3 inch long, and the corn 
under the control treatment had a radicel about 0,7 inch 
long. Plate 45-B. '-^his v;ould indicate further tl:iat the 
retarding effect of the 2-12-2 on the gemination of corn 
was due partly to some other action of the fertilizer than 
osisotic effect. Proa the appearance of the seedlir.gs, 
plate 44, it is suggested that perhaps the fertilizer re­
tards the secretion of anzycies which initiate the germin­
ation process. 
Histological studies iirere conducted upon 
corn seedlings grovm in the greenhouse. The treataonts 
nade were similar to those rande in the germinetion tests 
shosm in tables 8 and 9, Tv?o hxtndred pounds per acre of 
the 2-12-2, 0-12-0 and 0-12-2 v^ere thoroly nixed with 
300 grams of pure quartz sand and place*^. in tuoblers. 
Two series of 20 tunblers v/ere arranged in ^ yhich the 
sioisture content was naintained at 6,6 pcrcent and 16.6 
percent in series I and II respectively. Five kernels 
of corn isrere planted in each tacnbler, and seedlings. 
taken each day after 2 days for a period of 2 v;eelcs. The 
seedlings Twere washed free of sand, killed in Fleming's 
solution, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained 
v/ith iron-alum and haeaatoxyln in the usual way. Photo­
micrographs of sections of root tips showed the cell 
development to "be apparently nomal in all cases, plates 
45 to 52« Eoweyer, vrith the 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 the rate 
of cell division and elongation was greatly retarded, 
plates 49 and 50, The rate of cell growth v/as also re-
ta2»ded by a reduction of the moisture content when the 
2-12-2 V}&3 applied. 
Discussion 
In these studies it has been observed that 
small applications of certain fertilizers retarded the 
germination of corn, and that the subsequent growth of 
the seedlings were stimulated. The osmotic pressure of 
the culture solution esiaibited scsae influence in retard­
ing the germination, but this was not the only cause of 
the retarded geriaination as was shown when the solution 
pressure v/as obtained in another manner. The amraonittm 
sulfate and potassium chloride apparently affected the 
retarded germination, and the germination was retarded 
more by the smonium sulfate t}ian by the potassium 
chloride. It is suggested that perhaps these salts 
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stiittulate the production of anmonia which is a'bsot'hed "by 
the seeds and arrests the germination process. Obviously 
the moisture content, type of soil, kind and anio\int of 
fertilizer, aethod of application and kind of seeds v/ould 
be factors deterxainilng the extent of the injury. i 
j 
ghe Sffect of Hill Fertilization r/ith 
I ITitro^en and Potassium on the Avail- j 
ability of Phosphorus in the Soil« i 
t 
! 
In the study on the method of application i 
*• I 
i of fertilizers on the root development of corn it was 
! • i 
I found that nitrogen and potassium increased the develop- I 
1 I i 
j ment of the secondary roots, V.ith a larger root system, 
I ; 
i corn plants should have a greater feeding power, especial- j 
ly for the phosphorus applied in a mixed fertiliser, 
I ' ! 
Thus the application of nitrogen and potassium in small 
I i ; 
i amounts, even on soils not deficient in these elements, ; 
would enable the plants to utilize more phosphorus, and | 
bring about a greater utilization of the fertilizers | 
I applied, j 
In this study, an atternpt was niade to deter- ; 
mine the effect of nitrogen and po-Gassium applied in the | 
. i 
1 
hill on the utilization of phosphorus in the soil by the I 
j 
corn plant, "Phe fertilizer v/as mixed thoroly with a | 
layer of soil 5 by 12 inches and one inch deep, vif^re j 
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screens, plate 35, v?ere placed a^bove and "below the ferti­
lized layer of soil, Foiar kernels of Reid^s yellow dent 
com were planted in the center of the area fertilisied. 
Samples were taken at harvest frcs the fertilized layer 
of soil, and the area one inch belov/ the fertilized zone» 
Total phcsphorxia determinations were nade" on the soil by 
the official method. The corn was planted June 27, and 
the samples were taken October 5, The outline of treat-
Kent s and the reavilts secured are presented in table 11, 
The results given in table 11 are the 
average of closely agreeing triplicates. TiB se data show 
a greater removal of phosphorus from the soil to v/hich 
200 pounds per acre of 2-0-2 had been applied than from 
the unfertilized soil. The amount of phosphorus removed 
froH the soil fertilized \vith nitrogen and potassitna is 
perhaps greater than the amount actually utilized by the 
com plants. However, the data indicate a greater avail­
ability of phosphorus resulting from the use of sraall 
amoTonts of nitrogen and potas:iius. The total yield of 
dry matter and percent of phospJ^orus in the corn' plants 
were not determined. This info2?i3ation "would be of value 
in interpreting the results. 
sable 11 
Effect of Hill Fertilization with 
Hitrogen aad Potassim on the 
Utilization of Fiiospliorus in tli© 
Soil, 






So treatment 900 800 
20(V/ 0-0-2 850 740 
200i' 2-0-0 780 760 
200^ ' 2-0-2 700 760 
-c7— 
The Hate of Diffusion of Phosphorus 
in an Acid and a Heutral Soil, 
Phosphorus and potassiura when added to the 
soil are largely fixed in the soil, and relatively snail 
amounts of these materials ar'e lost from leaching. How­
ever, the novement of phosphorus in different soil types 
v/ould take place at different rates. The rate of dovm-
Y»ard movesKnt of phospi;orus in two soil types was compar­
ed in this study. Caz^rington loan having a pH value of 
6.5 and "'ebster loam havixig a pE value of 7.0 wore placed 
in boxes, plate 42. Tt?o hundred p&unds per acre of the 
0-16-0 trere applied, thoroly mixed v/ith a layei'* of soil 
5 inches wide, 12 inches long, and one inch deep. V.ire 
screens were used to locate the fertilized area. This 
fertilized area constituted the O" to l" sample. The ten 
year average sumrKsr rainfall was applied, and saiiiples 
taken at intervals of tvjc weeks for a' period of fourteen 
"i^eeks. Total phosphorus VJ&S determined by the official 
method. The results arc given in table 12. 
It is generally accopted that phosphorus is 
leached more readily fran an acid soil than frcja a neutral 
soil. These data indicate that this is true, but tlie 
movement is slow in either case. 
TABLE 12 
The Effect of Leacliing on Phoa-
jdiorus in an Acid and a Heutral 
Soil* 
;Pounds of phosphortis per 
;2,000>000 pounds of soil 
•• • 
• m 





2 weeks 0" 1" 4,850 2,400 
1" > 2" 3,914 3 ,o92 
2« - 3« 2,164 1,992 
- 4" 2,474 2,596 
4 weelcs 0" 1" 6,186 5,240 
i« • 2" 2,752 1,890 
2" • S« 2,204 2,184 
5" - 4« 2,552 1,976 
6 weeks 0" 1" 5,976 o,950 
1" - 2" 4,448 2,552 
2" •» 3" 4,032 2,418 
5" - 4« 2,688 2,822 
8 weeks 0« m 1« 6,720 2,704 
1" - 2'- 2,562 2,822 
2« «• 3" 3,090 2,562 
5" - 4" 2,552 2,200 
10 weeks 0" 1" 4,050 
1" > 2" 2,750 3,628 
2" - 3" 2,400 1,976 
5" - 4" ^750 1,950 
12 weeks O'' - r 
1" - 2^ 
2'^  - 3" 









14 weeks 0" - 1" 8,600 3,900 
1" - 2" 2,750 2,956 
2" - 3" 2,475 2,200 
3" - 4" 2,400 1,880 
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?ART n 
The Effect of Method of Application of Ferti- j 
lizers on the Early Growth^ Maturity, Qanlity j 
and Yield of Corn. ! 
i 
The difference "between the a-.iounts of 
various fertilizers required by crops and tnose anoxints 
»hich are harmful, or at least uneconorsical, is relative- i 
j 
ly small. The njethod "oy v^hich these fertilizers are ap- • i 
j 
plied to the crop is of great importance in widening | 
this ns-rgin and securing the greatest returns from the | 
i 
use of the fertilizer. The purpose of this study was to i 
i 
secure quantitative data on the maturity, quality, and 
yield of crops v;hen the various fertilizers were applied i 






Field tests ?.'ith corn, oats and clover, 
and Vifinter wheat v;ere conducted on several soil types 
during 1924-1925. The effects of the location of the 
fertilizers, the use of differnnt fertilizers and 
i 





Corn on Garrinpjton Loam I 
The effect of "broadcast and hill applica­
tions of the varioiis fertilizers on the yield and 
quality of corn when the fertilizers were applied at 
different rates iwere compared in this study, A ferti­
lizer grain drill was used to apply the fertilizers v/hen 
the "broadcast application was siade, The location at the 
sides of the hill was made v;ith the attachnent descri"bed 
"by Coe (10), A Joian Deere Ko» 999 corn planter fertil­
izer attachment was used to apply the fertilizer to the 
rear of the hill. 
A four year rotation of corn, corn, oats 
and clover was practiced on this field, Reid's yellow 
dent com was planted on l/lO acre plots May 3, 1924. 
The harvest data are given in table 15, 
Reference to the ta"ble shovs th&.t lv50 
pounds per acre of the 0-12-2 gave t/.e greatest increase 
in yield when applied "broadcast. The saine ancont of the 
0-12-0 and 2-12-2 brought about the greatest increase 
when applied at the sides of the hill, "ITith larger 
amounts of the fertilizers, greater increases in yield 
were secvired, ^Taen 300 pounds per acre of the fertilizers 
vrere applied, only slight differences in yield were 
secured by the different methods of application. The 
T A B L E  1 5  
The Effect of Method of Application of 5 
and Quality of Com, 
: : : Eai 
Plot: Fertilizer Treatment : Stand ; pei 
—• I •• I •• iiiiiii «—11 iiiM—ai——— Mini ••• • • • •! • •• • i • • i if, mipi 
Ko. :Lbs. : • • ;I'io» * « « • 
5Per A;Analyses : Method of Application :Miss-:L!iss- :Mkt. ; 
:Eat8 : • 




« ;Hills :stalks « • • • 
1 Check Unfertilized 26 211 207 1 
2 150 0-12-2 Rear of Hm 57 197 272 J 
3 150 0-12-2 Sides of Hill 39 210 297 ] 
4 150 0-12-2 Broadcast "crith grain drill 18 192 514 J 
5 Cbeck Unfertilized 18 242 251 " 
6 150 0-12-0 Broadcast vrlth grain dpill 11 207 516 : 
7 150 0—12—0 Sides of Mil 55 173 330 ; 
8 150 0-12-0 Rear of £dll 15 215 292 : 
9 Check Unfertilised 12 227 232 
10 150 2-12-2 Rear of Hill 6 180 309 : 
11 150 2-12-2 Sides of Hill 12 202 334 ; 
12 150 2-12-2 Broadcast with grain drill 10 186 302 : 
13 Check Unfertilized 8 209 224 
14 500 2-12-2 Broadcast 25 190 344 ; 
15 200 2-12-2 Broadcast 27 200 354 : 
100 2-12-2 Sides of Hill 
16 500 2-12-2 Sides of Hill 20 186 324 
17 Check Unfertilized 20 254 270 
18 500 0-12-0 Sides of Hill 20 193 366 
19 200 0-12-0 Broadcast 18 195 337 
100 0-12-0 Side^ of Hill 
20 500 0-12-0 Broadcast 11 182 330 
21 Check Unfertilized 7 230 236 

T A B L E  1 5  
bliod of Application of Fertilizers on the Yield 
Dm, 
Harvest yields Acre yields 
Stand per TDlot Bu, 70# Acre 
No, :No, • • • • • « increases 
Hiss-;Fiiss- Mkt. • 
• 
tlTub-• V Mkt, Ifub-
iiig :ing Grade: Seedtbins :Total Grade Seed bins Total 
Trn Is : stalks • • • 
26 211 207 15 58 280 29.6 2.1 8.5 40,0 
57 197 272 20 38 330 58,9 2.9 5,4 47,2 s.2 
39 210 297 18 45 360 42.4 2.6 6,4 51,4 9.3 
18 192 314 20 46 380 44,9 2.9 6,6 54,4 11.3 
18 242 231 15 64 310 55.0 2.1 9,1 44,2 
11 207 316 12 42 370 45.1 1.7 6.0 52.8 8,6 
35 173 330 15 55 400 47.1 2.1 7,9 57.1 12.9 
15 215 292 12 56 360 41.7 1.7 8.0 51,4 7,2 
12 227 232 7 71 310 33.1 1,0 10.1 44.2 
6 180 309 10 61 380 44.1 1,4 8.7 54.5 9,5 
12 202 354 15 71 420 47.7 2.1 10,1 59,9 14.2 
10 186 302 12 66 380 43.1 1.7 9.4 54,2 7,7 
8 209 224 4 102 320 52,0 0,6 14,6 47,2 
25 190 344 37 50 430 49.1 5,1 7,1 61.3 14,4 
27 200 354 21 56 450 50,6 3.0 8.0 61,6 14.9 
20 186 324 42 64 430 46.1 6.0 9.1 61.2 14,8 
20 254 270 18 35 550 58,6 2,6 5,0 46,2 
20 193 366 19 55 420 52,2 2,7 5,0 59,9 13,9 
18 195 337 18 49 390 48.1 2,6 7,0 57,7 11,9 
11 182 330 24 66 420 47,1 3,4 9,4 59.9 14.3 
7 230 236 16 78 350 32,2 2,2 11.0 45,4 
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effect of Eiethod of application of the fertilizers on 
the quality of the corn, the amount of aarketable corn 
being taken as a measure of quality^ v;as proportional 
to the increase in yield. 
Corn on Carrington Loam II 
This study was made on the sane field, the 
fertilizers, the rates of application, and the check 
plots being the saiae as in 1924, Planting this field 
^as delayed in an effort to obtain a satisfactory 
attachraent for locating the fertilizer at the sides of 
the seed. In tliis, and the following tests with corn, 
an attempt v?as made to locate the fertilizer in the hill 
mixed viith a layer of soil 3 inches wide, 12 inches long, 
and one inch deep, with the corn planted in the middle of 
the fertilized layer. This was accomplished by the use 
of the corn planter fertilizer attachment shown in plate 
65, However, the spreaders could not be ad.'Justed to 
locate the fertilizer in the hill, hut pls^^ed at l/2.to 
one inch above the hill, plates 67 and 68. The location 
of the fertilizer in the hill was nade by removiiig the 
spreaders, Yfhich allov/ed the fertilizer to be drilled 
intermittently thru the hill. The fertilizer was spread 
thru the hill over an area of about 2 l/2 by 15 inches. 
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and partly mixed with the soil. The broadcast applica­
tion of the fertilizers was nade with a fertilizer grain 
drill, Reid's yellow dent corn was planted on plots 7 
feet wide and 500 feet long. May 14, 1925, The entire 
plots were harvested October 18, 1925, The harvest data 
are given in table 14, 
Considering the data presented in the table, 
it is seen that with the lower rates of application of 
the fertilizers, 150 potmds per acre, the greatest in-
c:.-'ea2es in yield were obtained when the fertilizers v/ere 
applied in the hill. Larger increases in yield were 
secured v/hen the fertilizers were applied broadcast than 
when applied above the hill, Hovrever, when 300 pounds 
Tjer acre of the fertilizers were applied, the differences 
in yield were not significant, except in the case of the 
2-12-2 applied above the hill, vhen the increase in yield 
was very much less than in the case of the applications 
in the hill or broadcast. 
The effect of the method of application of 
the fertilizer on early growth and maturity tvas more 
pronounced than that of the different fertilizers used, 
v^en the fertilizers v/ere applied in the hill, the most 
rapid growth was raade, plates 55 to 60, and the corn 
matured earlier than when applied either broadcast or 
above the hill. The moisture content of the grain at 
The Effect of Method of Application < 
on the Matisrity, Yield, aijd Quality < 
Carringtoii Loam II. 
Plott Fertilizer Treatment : No. of : Ho, of ; Tasselled 
No. • • 
. • • 
• : stalks : missing: : J'uly : d'CL 
:Rats : Analyses : Method ; per hill: hills : 17 20 : 2i 
1 Ho treatment 1,9 85 113 261 eo'-i 
2 150^  0-12-2 ZE!14 2.1 92 148 529 1121 
3 150# 0-12-2 XHsi 2.S 106 839 1474 2i8»; 
4 150# 0-12-2 Br 2.0 78 325 655 Men 
5 "Eo treatment 2,1 56 75 184 40^  
6 15Q^  0-12-0 Br 2,5 85 359 1030 1496 
7 150# 0-12-0 IBM 2.3 56 663 1700 229S 
8 150# b-12-0 IHMA 2.1 65 275 853 127C 
9 Ko treatment 2.3 42 56 332 74'/ 
10 150# 2-12-2 IBMA 2.2 99 373 924 1582 
11 150# 2-12-2 IHM 2.3 49 887 1876 2737 
12 150# 2-12-2 Br 2.3 99 458 1136 1481 
15 Ho treatment 2,2 49 28 141 373 
14 50(^  2-12-2 Br 2.3 63 495 1058 1700 
15 300# 2-12-2 IHM 1,9 85 1276 2067 2750 
16 300# 2-12-2 IHI5A 2.1 63 550 1149 1806 
17 Ho treatment 2,0 85 28 185 423 
IS 300# 0-12-0 IMA 2.1 35 380 1079 1791 
19 300# 0-12-0 IHM 2,3 78 931 2125 2892 
20 300# 0-12-0 Br 2.3 120 339 904 1411 
21 So treatment 1.0 183 92 538 656 
Ahhreviati ons: 
In the hill mixed with the soil aboTe the s 
In the 'nl.li nixed Tdth the soil -' I®! 
Broadcast - Br 

Method of Application of Fertilizers 
y. Yield, and Quality of Com. 
Garrington i^oam II. 




















: 22 : Mkt. 
• 
• 
:Seed :3u.b"bins -Total 
113 261 607 2190 50 2150 55.0 29.8 
148 529 1121 3750 198 1500 68.1 12.0 26.4 
839 1474 2187 • 4680 243 460 76.0 23.8 26.8 
525 665 1467 4730 286 867 73.5 15.2 27.8 
75 184 409 2920 162 1670 c9 .4 oO .8 
359 1030 14U6 5500 524 845 85.9 24.7 26.8 
653 1700 2299 5270 585 960 85.2 22.2 27.6 
275 853 1270 5250 286 972 81.4 15.6 30.4 
•56 332 747 3930 94 1310 67.7 28.2 
373 924 1382 4020 386 1230 70.4 3.5 26.0 
887 1876 2737 5140 423 1075 82,9 15.8 26.0 
458 1136 1481 4790 362 801 74.4 7.1 26.8 
28 141 373 4340 162 893 67.4 32.0 
493 1058 1700 5670 510 560 84.2 17.5 28.4 
1276 2067 2730 5270 536 714 81.5 15.1 27.6 
550 1149 1806 4470 536 763 72.1 6.2 28.0 
28 183 423 4100 113 1010 65.2 30.8 
380 1079 1791 5620 582 720 86.5 20.9 29.0 
931 2123 2892 5380 624 720 84.1 18.1 25.6 
339 904 1411 5570 412 514 81.2 14.8 27.6 
92 388 656 3450 208 904 66.9 26.8 
.th the soil aTjove the seed -




harvest, while slightly lower in the fertilized than in 
the tmfertilized corn, did not show any great variation. 
Undoubtedly a greater difference wonld have "been observed 
in the moistxore content if the corn had been harvested a 
few weeks earlier. The yiej d of marketable corn i7as 
greater on the fertilized plots than on the unfertilized 
plots, but the variations in the ainount produced when the 
different methods of applying the fertilizers v/ere employ­
ed, v/as relatively siaall, plates 61 to 65, 
Corn on Carrin^ton Loam III. 
The effect of hill and broadcast applications 
of the fertilizers on the yield and quality of corn was 
studied in this field test. The 0-12-2 and 0-12-0 v»ere 
.a.pplied at the rate of 125 pounds per acre. The ferti­
lisers ?;ere applied in the hill mixed with the soil, and 
above the seed with the corn planter fertiliziar attachment, 
and broadcast with a fertilizer grain drill. The field had 
been in clover the previous year and was plowed in the late 
spring, hence, it contained a large amount of undeccsaposed 
vegetable oatter at planting tiroe which made the use of the 
adjustable spreaders on the attachment difficult. The 
harvest data are given in table 15. 
7/ith the 0-12-2, hill fertilization was more 
effective than broadcast application of the fertilizer in 
t 
Plot { Fertlllssor 
No. J tx^'Gc^tment 
1 Ho tTOatcnent 
2 125// 0-12-2 XHl.lA 
3 125// 0-12-B in 
4 126// 0-12-2 B3? 
6 No ti'ontiuoat 
6 V?Xyj} 0-12-0 Br 
7 125// 0-12-0 IH 
8 125// 0-12-0 IIDvlA 
9 No treatmont 
table 113 
: i 
: Apye yields 80^ per bu« ; 
i t X Increase 
t Mlct. ; Nubbina : Total j 
S4.7 10.0 44, V 
56.7 7,5 64.8 IB.7 
56.2 10,5 60.7 20.4 
42.5 11,0 53.5 7.2 
34.0 14.7 47.8 
50.0 20.0 70.0 IS.5 
46.2 23.1 69.3 14.1 
46.7 14.5 61.2 2.3 





increasing the yield and quality of the com. Eoi^ever, | 
i 
with the 0-12-0, the greatest increase in yield yas 1 
obtained \3hen the fertil?'zer was applied broadcast. • 
1 
Carrington Loam 17. 
The adj-ustable spreader could not be used in 
i 
this field on acco^Jnt of the large amount of undecoiaposed i 
i 
vegetable matter present so the fertilizers could not be 
located above the hill» Tvfo hundred pound applications 1 
of the fertilizers applied in the hill were compared to 
the same amount applied broadcast. Reid's yellov/ dent corn : 
was planted on l/lO acre plots May 8, 1925. The harvest 
data are given in table 16. i 
The greatest increase in yield was obtained 
I 
ivith the 2-12-2 applied broadcast. The increases in 
yield ^ere practically the sane with the 0-12-0 and 
0-12-2 whether applied broad<^aat or in the hill. Con- | 
sindering the cost of an extra operation v/hen the ferti- j 
lizer was applied broadcast, the results would favor j 
the hill applications of these fertilisers, | 
TABUE 16 
t i s 
Plot: Fertillzor ti'eatmont : Acre yleldo 80^ per Irut :Increase 
No* i i t t lovor check 
t i Mkt. t Nubbina j Total : 
1 No treatment 20.S 19.0 47.5 —*• 
2 200,2-12~S IH 45,5 12. 5 58.0 6.2 
3 200;? S-12-2 Bt» 52.5 18.0 70.5 14.4 
4 No treatment 36,0 24.5 60.5 
5 200// 0-12-0 Br 41.S 26,5 63.0 5.8 
6 200// 0-12-0 IH 36.0 20.5 56.5 4.6 
7 No treatment 25.0 22.5 47.5 
8 200/' 0-12~g IH 39.0 1G.5 55.5 6.0 
9 200// 0«1S<*2 Br 37.0 19.0 56.0 4.5 
10 No treatment 41.0 12.5 53.5 
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Garrington Loam V. 
The fertilizer treatments, in the hill and 
broadcast, were made similarly to those in the previous 
field test. Reid's yellow dent corn was planted on 
l/lO acre plots May 8, 1925« The results are presented 
in table 17, 
The greatest increase in ^'ield was produced 
on the plot v/hich had 200 pounds per acre of 2-12-2 
applied in the hill. increaae in yield was 
practically the satae v/ith in the hill and broadcast 
applications of the 0-12-0 and 0-12-2. 
Corn on Carrington Loam VI» 
The rate of application of the different 
fertilizers In the hill was studied in this field test. 
Krugg's corn v/as planted on l/lO acre plots May 12, 1925. 
Tho data are given in table 18. 
The data show that increases in yield were 
obtained with an increase in the aino\mt of fertilizer 
used. The greatest increases in yield v/ere produced by 
the 0-12-2. This field was low in organic natter content, 
and it ivas thought the 2-12-2 would shov/ up particularly 
'ffell. It did not show as great effect, hoi^ever^ as the 
0-12-0 or the 0-12-2 in sost cases. 
table 17 
: ^ : Acre yields 8C^ : increase 
Plot: ; per bu. : over 
Uo. : Fertilizer treatment j : : ;check 
: :Mkt.;Nubbins:Total; 
1 No treatment 45.5 
2 200# 2-12-2 IH 61.5 12.4 
3 200# 2-12-2 Br 59.7 5.0 
4 Ho treatment 60.2 
-5 20C^  0-12-0 Br 67.3 6.9 
6 20C^  0-12-0 IH 57.9 7.4 
7 !fo treatment 60.7 
8 200# 0-12-2 IE 66.1 4.1 
9 200# 0-12-2 Br 66,8 5.5 









Ko. ; Fertilizer treatment 
• 






1 No treatment 48,4 
2 100^  2-12-2 IH 52,8 4.1 
3 15C^  2-12-2 IH 55.7 6.9 
4 20C^  2-12-2 IH 57.7 7.7 
5 Ho treatment 49.5 
5 lOC^ 0-12-0 IH 45.2 0.8 
7 15(^  0-12-0 IH 44.1 4.8 
8 200^  0-12-0 IH 49.7 15.5 
9 Ho treatiaent 29.1 
10 lOi^  0-12-2 IE 41.9 13.5 
11 15Q? 0-12-2 IH 40.1 12.4 
12 20C^  0-12-2 IH 48.6 21.6 




Corn on Webster Silty Clay Loam I 
•• ' ' •''' ' " • II I ••  .1 • I 
Tiiis field test was located on a so-oa' led : 
"alkali" spot to test the value of the different ferti- | 
i 
liters on soil reaction and consequent crop yields, Sae 
i 
fertilizer applications were made isiixed with the soil ! 
above the hill, in the Mil, and broadcast* Reid'a 
yellow dent corn Tsras planted on l/lO acre plots Kay 6, 
1925, The outline of treatments and results secured 
are presented in table 19, i 
The results indicate a greater difference be- i 
tween the effects of the various fertilizers than between 
the different motliods of applying the fertilizer. One 
hundred pounds per acre of the 0-12-2 applied broadcast ; 
i 
gave a substantial increase in yield. The hill methods | 
of application of this fertilizer did not show up so i 
well, but the results indicate that probably a fertilizer ' 
of the proper composition would be of value on soils of 
this nature. 
I 
Corn on Webster Loam 
Broadcast and in the hill applications of 
the fertilizers were laade in this field test. Reid's 
yellow dent corn was planted on l/lO acre plots May 9, 
T^ LE 19 
Plot; 
:Acre yields per plot: 
:In-
Ho. : Fertilizer treatment 
• 







1 "So treaianent 51.0 13,0 64.0 
2 lOC^ 2-12-2 Br 55.0 11.5 66.5 0.5 
3 100# 2-12-2 IH 58.5 11.0 69.5 1.5 
4 100^ 2-12-2 IHHA 60.0 11.0 71.0 1.0 
e • Ho treatment 60.5 11.6 72.1 —— 
6 1Q(^- 0-12-0 51,8 13.0 62.8 -6.5 
7 100# 0-12-0 IH 44.2 16.0 60.2 -6.3 
8 100#' 0-12-0 Br 44.2 18.0 62.2 -1.5 
9 "So treatment 48.0 15.0 61.0 
10 lOC^ - 0-12-2 Br 64.5 11.0 75.5 15.5 
11 100# 0-12-2 IH 52.2 13.0 66.2 7.1 
12 100# 0-12-2 IHHA 42.5 12.6 55.0 -S.l 
15 Ko treatment 42.5 15.0 57.2 
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1925, The treatraents made and the results secured are 
gi"^ ren in table 20. 
On the 0-12-2 applied in the hill gave a 
small increase in yield over the imfertilised plot. All 
of the other fertilized plots gave slightly lower yields 
than the plots vjhich were fertilized. The differences, 
however, were snail, and probably are not significant. 
Clarion Loaa I, 
Sie fertilizers Y/ere applied in the hm j 
and mixed with the soil above the hill in triis field 
test. Keid's yellov/ dent com v/as planted on l/lO acre 
plots May 12, 1925, The data are presented in table 21, 
The increases in yield on the fertilised 
plots were sinall, and ean-iot be considered to indicate 
anything in regard to method of application of the 
fertilizers. 
Corn on Clarion Loam II 
This field was planted to wheat in 1924, and 
had received an application of farm manure in the spring 
of 1925, S1.Trt5lar fertilizer treatments v/ere nade on 
this field as in the above field, Reid's yellow dent 
corn was planted May 13, 1925, The harvest data are 
1 
i 





;Acre yields per plot 
•80# per bu. : In-











1 ETo tpeatHient 63.5 7.0 70.5 
2 20C^  2-12-2 IH 66.0 7.5 75.5 -0.5 
S 200^  2-12-2 Br 67,8 5.8 73.6 -3.9 
4 lio treafcnent 74.2 6.8 81.0 
5 200§ 0-12-0 Br 70.3 6.5 77.5 -3.3 
€ 
200^  0-12-0 IH 75.2 4.5 79.7 -0.5 
7 Hio treatment 75.5 5.2 79.7 
8 20C^ ' 0-12-2 IE 75.2 6.0 81.2 3.6 
9 20C^  0-12-2 Br 67,5 5.0 72.5 -3.0 











lAcrs yields t)er 







1 Ko treataent 65 #5 
2 125# 2-12-2 IH 68.0 2,7 
V/ 125# 2-12-2 IHMA oo. 3 1.1 
4 Eo treatment 63.0 
5 125# 0-12-0 IlfilA 70,2 5*6 
5 125# 0-12-0 IH '37.2 1.0 
7 ^0 treatment 67.3 ~ 
3 1250 0-12-2 rs 6S.0 1.0 
9 125# 0-12-2 TWt G6.2 0.0 
iO So fci^ eatiaent OO • <J 
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presented in table 22, 
One hiondred t\7enty-five potinds pei» acre of 
the 2-12-2 and 0-12-0 applied in the hill gave sraall 
increases in yield. All the other fertilized plots gave 
slightly lov;er yields than the unfertilized plots. The 
differences, hoTsever, were smll and are not significant 
froiTi the standpoint of i-etnod of application of the 
fertiliser. 
Discussion 
In general, the field tests conducted in 
1924 and 1925 v/ith corn indicate that on Carrington loam 
commercial fertilizers may ^ ive profitable increases in 
yield, but their value in increasing crops is doubtful 
v.'hen they are applied ro Clarion loan and to ""ebstsr loan, 
imder a good rotation •R'ith applications of farm manure 
once in the rotation, Hovs-ever, such tests nust be con­
ducted over a longer period, and the other beneficial 
effects of the fertilizers considered, before any con­
clusive recommendations can be nade v/ith respiect to the 
use of conEiercial fertilizers for corn, 2he test on a 
so-called "alkali" spot indicated a beneficial effect 
frcsa the use of the 0-12-2, 
Tiith ordinary applications, 150 pounds per 














;Acre yields per 
Fertilizer treatment ;plot. 8<^ per "bu. 
¥.o treatment 63.0 
12^ 2-12-2 IE 6S.5 
12^ 2-12-2 66 »& 
So trs2.tsisnt 74,0 
12^^ 0-12-0 66.7 
125^ 0-12-0 IE 71.5 
Bo treatment 6S.2 
125j^ 0-12-2 IE 66.7 
125# 0-12-2 lrT.iA 65*0 
No treaiasjat 64.0 
—4S-* 
I I ] 
! I 
tlae fertilisers were applied in the hill. V/bile at the | 
sides, to the rear and ahove the hill locations of the j 
fertilizers did not injure germination, the greatest 
benefit frcan the fertilizers v;as not obtained, Vlith ' 
larger applications, 300 poimds per acre, broadcaating; ; 
the fertilisers gave as large increases in yield as 
the hill fertilisation e.ethods studied, Hov/ever, the 
cost of an extra operation, early grov;th, and naturity 
are important factors to be considered. 
i 
I 
The Effect of Method of Application | 
of Fertilizers on the Yield and j 
Quality of Oats and Clover. i 
i 
j 
Oats and Glover on ITeoster Loan 
This test Tsas started by Mr. D. G-, Goe on j 
range 200 at the .^ronomy Farm. Plots 1 to 25 compare i 
i 
broadcasting the fertilizers vjith drilling in the seed | 
row. Several rates of application were nade. The depth | 
of fertilizer application relative to the seed ^ vas 
! 
studied in plots 25 to 50. Broadcast applications of tlie 
fertilizers disced and not disced are compared in plots j 
30 to 35. Plots 35 to 43 study the tiriie of drilling the j. 
i 
fertilizers relative to seeding tine, logren oats and 
medium red clover v?ere planted on plots 7 feet v/ide and 
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622 feet long, The entire plots vrere harvested July 13, 
1924. The results are given in table 25. 
The data given in table 23 sho-c? that drill­
ing the fertilizer in the seed row produced a slightly 
greater increase in yield than when a similar applica­
tion of the ferti^.iser ?;as made broadcast. Drilling the 
0-12-0 in the seed rev; 2 inches deep produced the greatest 
increase in yield v/hen the various depths of fertilizer 
applications "vvere nade. Greater increases v/ero obtained 
TJith the "broadcast applications of 0-12-0 disced than 
7;hen not disced. Drillijag 200 pounds per acre of 0-12-0 
one •seek "before seeding gave a larger increase in yield 
than when drilled the day of seeding the grain. 
The effect of a dry season on crop yields 
is reflected in the clover crop of this year. The 
'Vsuster loasi does not usually respond to fertilizer 
applications as nni.ch as son.e other types of soil, but 
' seasonal conditions here v;ere the siost inportant factors. 
The Effect of Method of Application of Ferti­
lizers on the Yield and Quality of Winter Wheat, 
Several rates of application of the various 
fertilizers ?/ere siade by different riethods, Turkey red 
wheat at the rate of 1 S/4 bushels per acre was planted 
T A B L E  8 5  
Oats and Clovor on Webster Loam 
"i :Acro ' j ^ ; Aero 
:Toat :Yiolds:Aor© tYiolds 
:Wt« :of :increaaos:of 







1 No treatment 27 53.9 1900 
2 400;^ 2-12-2 Drilled 27 66.7 10.9 2700 600 
S 400// 2-12-2 Br. 27 62.4 4.7 2700 400 
4, 100# 2-12-2 Drilled 28 63.2 3,1 2800 300 
5 No treatment 30 61.4 2700 MM MM 
6 100// 2-12-2 Br. 26 62.8 2.0 3000 250 
V 200?/ 2-12-2 Br. 30 58.4 -1,8 3000 200 
8 200// 2-12-2 Drilled 27 69.9 10,3 2700 -150 
0 No treatment 28 58.8 2800 wmm»wm u> 
10 200// 0-12-0 Drilled 27 66,5 6.8 3200 300 
11 200# 0-12-0 Br. 28 61.2 0.6 3200 200 
12 100# 0-12-0 Br. 32 61.1 -0.4 2800 -200 
13 No treatment 28 62.4 Ml 3200 
14 100# 0-12-0 Drilled 29 61.6 -0.5 2900 -350 
15 40(y/ 0-12-0 Br. 28 52.4 —9.4 3200 -100 
16 400# 0-12-0 Drilled 25 64.9 3.4 3400 50 
17 No treatment 27 60.4 3400 
18 400// 0-12-2 Drilled 29 61.6 6.7 , 4100 500 
19 400# 0-12-2 Br. 29 70.6 8.2 ' 4200 400 
SO 100# 0-12-2 Drilled 28 68.4 5.0 3500 -500 
21 No treatment 25 64.4 4200 
2S 100# 0-12-2 Br. 30 66,3 3.3 3400 -525 
25 200# 0-12-2 Br. 25 62.8 1.2) 3700 25 
24 200#- 0-12-2 Drilled 24 69.0 8.8' 3900 500 
26 No treatment 25 58.8 3100 
26 200# 0-12-0 Dr« 2" 23 70.8 7.4 3400 250 
27 20CV/ 0-12-0 Dr. 2", s«o. 24 72.0 5.0 3500 300 
28 200# 0-12-0 Dr. , Q.O.  32 74.9 3.3 3100 150 
29 200# 0-12-0 Dr. 4", S.O.  25 72.9 -3.3 4200 900 
30 No treatment 28 77.2 3200 
31 400# 0-12-0 Br. and Disced 28 78.7 3.1 X 
1.8/ 
3200 150 
32 400# 0-12-0 Br. and not Disced 28 75.8 2900 none 
33 200?/ 0-12-0 Br. and 3)isced 30 79.4 7.0, 2600 -150 
PiA c>nc\/i r»/3 fir rr *1  ^ r -

19 400// 0-18-8 Br. 29 70.6 8,2 ' 4200 400 
SO 100# 0-18-8 Drilled 28 . 68.4 5.0 3500 -500 
81 No treatmont 26 64.4 U MM Mi M 4200 
22 100// 0-18-8 Dr. 30 66,3 3,3 3400 -525 
23 800// 0-18-8 Br. 25 62,8 1,2] 
8.8' 
3700 25 
84 800# 0-18-8 Drilled 24 69.0 3900 500 
86 No treatment 25 58,8 M 3100 
86 800// 0-18-0 Dr. 8" 23 70,8 7.4 3400 250 
87 SOCV/ 0-18-0 Dr* 8", a.o. 84 78,0 5,0 3500 300 
88 800# 0-18-0 Dr. , s.o. 32 74,9 3.3 3100 150 
89 800// 0-18-0 Dr. 4", s.o. 25 72.9 -3.3 4200 900 
30 No ti'oatmont 28 77.2 M U 3200 Ma mm 
31 400# 0-18-0 Br. and Dioced 28 78.7 3.1 \ 
1.8/ 
3200 150 
38 400// 0-18-0 Br. and not Disced 28 75.8 2900 none 
33 0-18-0 Br. and Disced 30 79.4 7,0, 
3,9' 
2600 -150 
34 800// 0-12-0 Br. and not Discod 86 73.9 3100 500 
35 No treatment 28 70,8 •M •««««« »« 2600 
36 200// 0-12-0 Dr, 28 78.9 9.6 3500 850 
37 200// 0-18-0 Dr. o.o. 28 78.9 9.1 2700 none 
38 800// 0-12-0 Dr. 1 v/kw before planting 27 84,2 14,9 2300 -375 
39 No ti'oatmont 28 68.8 - — - 2300 
40 800# 8-18«8 Dr. 1 vflc, before planting 29 77.7 6,0 2700 175 
41 200# 2"12-2 Dr. s.o. 29 75.7 1,2 2400 50 
48 200// 2-12-2 Drilled 28 83.9 6,5 2000 -175 
43 No ti'eatment 27 80,3 2000 
ia) Dfillod In oeed row, dlroct contact at saeodlng time - Dr, b) Broadcast with llmo sower and woi'kod in with grain drill - Br. o) Drilled v/ith griiln drill as a soparato operation to planting - Dr, s«o« 

-so­
on 1/4 acre plots in all of the fields. The sampling 
netbod was used at harvest (10), 
tvheat on Taiaa Silt Loaia 
This field is located in Adair Coxmty, and 
was planted by Mr. D, G. Coe, October 3, 1923, Plots 1 
to 5 study the effect of drilling 200 pounds per acre 
of the 0-16-0 in the seed row 2 inches deep, and of 
drilling the sane amount as a separate operation and at 
various depths. One hundred and two hundred pounds per 
acre of the 0-16-0 were compared when drilled in the 
seed row in plots 7 and 8. Plots 10, 11 and 12 combine 
a rate and method study of the 0-16-0, A combination 
of rate and aethod study of the effect of potassium v.'&s 
made in plots 14^ 15, 16 and 17, The outline of treat­
ments and harvest data are given in table 24. 
A consideration of the data in the table 
shov/s that 200 pounds per acre of the 0-16-0 gave the 
greatest increase in yield when drilled in the seed rot? 
tv;o inches deep, !I5iree hundred pound applications of the 
0-16-0 drilled as a separate operation gave slightly 
greater increases in yield than when drilled in the seed 
row, A comparison of plots 12 and 14 siiows that potassim 
was not effective in increasing the yield on this field. 
The test -seight of the Y/heat, on an average, was slightly 
T A B L E  2 4  






































Drilled in seed ro^f 2" deep 
Drilled sen. opr. 2" deep 
"* " 1/2" deep 
" " 4 deep 
tf 
n 
Drilled in seed row 
Drilled in seed rot? 
Drilled in seed row 
Drilled sep. opr. 
I>rilled in seed row 
Drilled in seed row 
D^iilled sep, opr. 
Drilled in seed row 





















Winter \7heat Fertilizer at Orient, loi/ya. 






ive check Lon 
: Wt. • • • • 
: Total : 
« 




55 3.70 2.70 1.00 9.6 
deep 56 4.52 2.76 1.76 17.0 7.9 
jep 55 5,48 2.35 1.13 10.9 2.3 
deep 56 3.47 2.27 1.10 10.6 2.5 
3ep 57 3,42 2.31 1.11 10.7 3.1 
55 2.46 1.71 0.75 7.3 
56 5.40 2.28 1.12 10.8 4.2 
55 2.90 2.0o 0.87 8.4 2.5 
— 
2.08 1.53 0.55 5.5 
55 3.19 2.09 1.10 10.6 5.0 
57 3.66 2.50 1.16 11.2 5.3 
52 3.28 2.25 1.03 10.0 3.8 
52 2.42 1.76 0.66 6.4 
56 3.03 2.00 1.03 10.0 2.8 
55 2.93 1.92 1.01 9.8 1.8 
55 2.98 1.96 1.02 9.9 l-.l 
56 4.03 2.70 1.33 12.9 3.3 
55 3.54 2.46 1.08 10.5 

-ol~ 
higher on the fertilized plots than on the tmfertilized 
plots. 
Garrington Loam I 
The effect of different anounts of the 
0-12-0 and the 0-12-2 when drilled in the seed row 
•Kere studied in this field test. The grain 'raas planted 
Septenber 29, 1924, and samples v;ere toi-ien July 5, 1925. 
The treatments and harvest data are given in tahle 25. 
Increased yields T;ere obtained consistently 
with an increase in the ajncunt of fertilizer applied. 
Ho appreciable benefit was secured by the use of 
potassiun in the fertilizer, 
ViTheat on Carrin/5:ton Loasi II 
In this field test the 0-12-0, 0-12-2 aM 
coimsercial 2-12-2 were drilled in the seed rof? at the 
various rates of application as shcvjn in table 26, The 
grain v/as planted September 25, 1924, and samples Vi'ere 
harvested July 1, 1925, The harvest data'are presented 
in table 26, 
The data indicate that the fertilizers in 
this field test for this year were without appreciable 
effect on the yield and quality of T;heat. It is not 
TABLE 25 
i T rAcre : 
Plot: :Test tyielda: Increase 
Ho. J Fertilizer treatiaent zwei^ttSC^ : 
: t ;per bti«; 
1 Ho treatment 60 16.2 
2 100^  0-12-0 Drilled in row 57 19.4 4.4 
3 150# 0-12-0 « n t» 59 21.2 7.4 
4 20C^  0-12-0 fT ff tr 50 20.6 8.1 
5 30C^  0-12-0 w n n 61 22.8 11.4 
6 No treatment 60 10.5 
7 100# 0-12-2 R IT n 59 17.3 6.9 
8 15C^  0-12-2 n fl a 58 19.2 8.4 
9 200# 0-12-2 w n n 59 20.4 9.4 
10 S0{^  0-12-2 n R n 61 22.3 11.1 
11 Ho treatoent 60 11.3 
WIS 26 
: i :Acre yields j 
Plot: :!D©st-j60^ per bu. : 
Ho. : Fertilizer treatenent r®t. : : Increase 
• « * 
* • • 
1 Ho treatment 61 20.0 
s 100# 0-12-0 62 17.3 -2.1 
3 15C^ 0-12-0 62 20.2 -1..4 
4 Ho treatment 60 17.0 
5 200# 0-12-0 60 22.S 5.6 
6 50C^  0-12-0 60 14.7 -1.6 
7 Ho treat33ient 60 16.0 
8 100# 0-12-2 61 14.6 -0.9 
9 IW 0-12-2 60 13.5 -1.7 
10 Ho treatment 60 14.6 
11 200# 0-12-2 61 16.6 2.0 
12 300f 0-12-2 60 12.0 -2.0 
15 Ho treatment 60 14.7 
14 100# 2-12-2 62 17,0 2.4 
15 150# 2-12-2 60 17 ,3 2.6 
16 200i 2-12-2 60 20.2 5.5 
17 30Q# 2-12-2 60 14.7 0.0 
18 Ho treatment 60 14.7 
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surprising, however, that increases were not obtained 
?;hen the rainfall during the growing season is consid­
ered, Reference to table 27, shov/s that only 15.53 
inches of rain and 9,5 inches of snov; fell at Anes fr<H?i 
SepteHber 1924 imtil June 30, 1925, v/hile for the same 
period in 1923-1924 there was 22,51 inches of rain ^ nd 
29.0 inches of snow. 
Webster Loam I 
A fertilizer grain drill was not available 
vfhen this field v/as planted. The fertilizers •:ore mixed 
Tfith the seed and the two drilled together. The field 
V7as planted September 24, 1924 and the samples harvested 
July .5, 1925. The haireijt data £ire given in table 28. 
The data in the table show that increases in 
yield ?/ere obtained in every case vjhere fertilizer was 
applied, but the differences between the various treat­
ments v/ere not very great. Observations aade at harvest 
sh'owed that the fertilized plots matured fully a v/eek 
earlier than the unfer'tilized plots. The test v?eight 
























Jan. 0.62 4.10 0.92 7.00 0.16 1,60 
Feb. 0.32 2.80 0,97 9.50 0.42 0.70 
Kar, 2.02 0.00 3.09 8.50 0.87 2.50 
Apr» 2.35 0.00 1.89 0.00 0.87 H 
Say 2.49 0.00 1.72 0.00 0.75 0.00 
June 5.29 0.00 6.19 0.00 4.08 0.00 
July 0.69 0.00 1,66 0.00 5.47 0.00 
Aug. 8.42 0.00 4.59 0.00 6.46 0.00 
Sept. 6.50 0.00 3.78 0.00 5.63 0.00 
Oct. 0.68 0.00 0.61 0.00 2.81 7.00 
Hot. 0.27 T 0.46 0.00 
Dsc. 0.28 4.00 1.53 4.70 — ^ 
Table 28 
Plot: :Test :Acre yields : 
So. : Fertilizer Treatment : Wt. :60j^' per acre:Increase 
1 No treatnent 57 18.1 
2 150^ ' 0-12-0 58 21.2 6.2 
3 No treatment 52 11.9 
4 200fr 0-12-0 56 18.1 4.1 
5 Ho treatment 52 16.1 
6 5007? 0-12-0 57 21.2 6.8 
7 "So treatment 53 12.7 
8 200^ ;^  0-12-2 59 18.7 5.7 
9 No treatment 56 13.5 
10 200# 2-12-2 56 18.8 5.8 
11 llo treatment 53 12.4 
Caprlnisbon Loaa III 
In this field test the 0-12-0, 0-12-2 and 
commercial 2-12-2 fertilizers v;ere drilled in the seed 
row at the various rates of application as shown in 
table 29, The grain ^ vas planted Septenoer 26, 1924, 
and samples were harvested July 1, 1925. The harvest 
data are presented in table 29. 
Proia a consideration of the data presented 
in the table it is seen that in every case, except on 
plots 2 and S, increases in yield were obtained where 
fertilizers viers applied. The greatest increase in yield 
was obtained on plot 10 where 300 pounds per acre of the 
0-12-2 was used. The fertilized v/heat matured earlier 
than the unfertilized v;beat. The test weight per bushel 
of the wheat was not deteriained in this field test. 
Clarion Loam 
Planting in this field v;as begun September 
26, 1924. One inch of rain that night delayed further 
planting until September 29. The fertilizers were 
drilled in the seed ro'sr at planting on plots 1 to 9. A 
spring application was made on plots 10 to 18, March 11, 
1925, Tha samples vjere harvested July 8, 1925, The re-
Table 29 
Plot: : Test:Acre yields : 
KG, : Fertilizer Treatment ; : r."t. :cOj/ per Ira, : Increa 
1 Ko treatment 22.5 
2 lOOr? 0-12-0 19.9 -1.6 
5 i5C^^ 0-12-0 20,5 -0.4 
4 200# 0-12-0 27.5 7.4 
5 500# 0-12-0 26 ,3 7.0 
6 ITo treatnent 13.5 
7 100^  ^0-12-2 20««3 3.0 
8 150;- 0-12-2 24.6 3.1 
9 200# 0-.12-2 22.3 6.8 
10 500s' 0-12-2 26.6 12.1 
11 ilo .t»eati2ent 13.3 
12 100:;' 2-12-2 19.1 5.8 
IS 150j^  ^2-12-2 16.3 3.0 
14 200# 2-12-2 16.8 3.5 
15 500# 2-12-2 19.4 6.1 
16 Ho treatment 13.3 
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sults are table 50. 
Scaall increases in yield v/erc obtained in 
this field where the fertilizers were applied in the 
fall at the time of planting. The spring application 
of the fertilizers was apparently without effect. The 
quality of the rheat as shora by the test weight per 
bushel v;as not materially affected by the fertilizers. 
Discussion 
The unfavorable results secured v;ith wheat 
in 1925 f/ere due, -undoubtedly, to the extremely dry 
winter and spring. Observations Made on the field test 
during the growing season showed the beneficial effect 
of the fertilizers on early grov;th, tillering, and 
maturity. The quality of the grain as raoasured by the 
test weight per bushel was, on an average, slightly 
better on the fertilized plots than on the unfertilized 
pl'^ts. Reference to table 27 shows xmquestionably that 
moisture was the limiting factor in wheat production in 




















1 Ho treatsient 62 17.3 
2 100# 0-12-0 63 17.6 0.5 
3 150# 0-12-0 62 22,0 5.1 
4 200# 0-12-0 62 20.8 4.1 
5 300# 0-12-0 63 22.0 5.5 
6 So treatiaent 62 16.3 
7 100^  0-12-2 63 19.5 7.0 
8 15C^  0-12-2 62 21.5 9.8 
9 Ho treatiaent 61 13.9 
—— 
Spring Application 
10 15C^  0-12-2 60 13.9 -1.3 
11 100# 0-12-2 62 15.5 -0.9 
12 So treatensnt 62 ' 17.6 
13 200# 0-12-2 62 17,6 -0.2 
14 30C# 0-12-2 60 15.4 —2.6 
15 Ko treatment 62 18.2 —-— 
16 150# 0-12-0 5C^  SaHO 62 16.5 -1.7 
17 50# NaSO 60 16.7 -0.5 




Fertilizez' Attaehnients for Corn Planter. 
Greenhoiise and field studies at the Iov;a 
Agricultural Ssporiment Station Indicate, serious injiiry 
to the gersiinatibn of corn v;hen heavy applications of 
readily soluble chemical fertilizers are applied in 
direct contact with the seed, "To the rear" applications 
are condemned because the fertilizer is sometiraes dropped 
in the hill. Above" and"Belov/" the hill applications of 
fertilizers are also ccHisidered inefficient and linsat-
isfactory. The deflectors or scatterers as designed at 
present do not solve the problem satisfactorily, "At 
the sides" location of the fertilizers seemed to give 
the best results. 
Field studies at the "'isconsin Station \Jhile 
showing sex'ious injury to the germination of com when 
heavy applications of readily soluble chemical fertilizers 
were applied, either in contact with the seed, or below 
the hill, have indicated that -.'hen ordinary applications, 
about 125 pounds per acre of fertilizer viere applied in 
tl^ bill above the seed, spread over an area 4x8 inches 
and thoroupihly mixed v/ith the soil, the greatest gains 
were secured and there was no germination injury. It 
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•should seen from these rerralts t}i£t there is a need for 
spreading the fertilizer, as nearly as possible thru 
the soil zone T/here the greatest root growth occurs in 
order to secure tha "best grov;th of the crop and to 
permit of the utilization of all the fertilizer applied. 
In view of the fact that the Iowa results 
show the desirability of the sides location of the 
fertilizer on all sides of the seed and as no injury 
to geiroination occurred in the latter tests 7;here an 
average application of fertilizer was applied over a 
relatively larF,e area and well nixed isrith the soil T/hile 
in the losa teats injxiry to gemination occurrcd \vhen 
heavy applications of fertilizer vrere rxade in snail 
areas in direct contact Vi'ith the seed, the conclusions 
from the tv/o studies ar-o really in agreement. 
The T.'isconsln data really develop the lov/a 
suggestion of the sides location, indicating a location 
of the fertiliser which may be aore readily accorjplished 
by c.n inprovenent in the design of corn planter attach­
ments. It was realized that the "sides" location while 
far supperior to the "rear", "above" or "below" locations 
does place the fertilizer in a sriall area and it scened 
difficult to design a fertilizer attachment placing the 
fertilizer properly in this positdjon. The V/isconsin 
suggestion meets both these recognized difficulties. It 
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seeas safe, as no injury to germination occurs ivhen 
average amotints of fertilizer are applied. The bene­
ficial effect of a "better mixing of the ferti?Li3er v/ith 
the soil, providing for its greater utilization by the 
roots are unquestioned. 
It seeas desirable at the present tine 
therefore to attempt to design a nodification of the 
corn planter, fertilizer attachment which will distri­
bute the fertilizer ove:- an area 3-4" by 10-12", v/ith the 
seed In the center of the area, the fertilizer being v.'ell 
mixed with tr^e soil, A combination fertilizer shoe and 
adjustable scatterer which iivill place the fertilizer in 
such a v;ay is apparently wh^t is needed. Experiments 
are planned to design such an attachment and to test its 
efficiency, its aafeness (lack of germination injury) 
ar.d its value fron the standpoint of permitting of the 
greatest fertilizer benefits. 
The present deflectors are unsatisfactory 
because they cannot be adjusted. The fertijizer is all 
dropped at once upon tbe deflec&or and is :iot t; oroly 
ci-'zed Tsith the soil. If the fertilizer is drilled out 
over the area of the hill, the soil and the fertilizer 
can be properly raised. 
A similar "wind-up" for the fertilizer, as 
is used for the seed, was introduced to drill the 
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fertilizer thru the hill. An adjustable spreader was 
put on the shoe to siix the fertilizer Vi/ith the soil, 
plates 65, 66 and 67, 
Field tests y;ith this attachnent gave a 
thoro distribution of the fertilizer thru the hill, 
about 1/2 to one inch above the seed, the £d.just-
able spreaders were removed, the fertilizer was drilled 
in the hill^ and to some extent laixed with the soil. 
This attachEient was used in the field tests conducted 
in 1925, Reference to table 14 shov/s that slightly 
gre-.ter benefits v/ere secured when the fertilizers were 
applied in the hill. ?he greatest root development 
occurred vhen the fertilizer y;as applied in the hill. 
Thes3 results emphasize the inefficiency of the spreaders 
to locate the fertilizer in the hill mixed with the soil, 
and the desirability of having the fertilizer located as 
near as possible thru the soil zone where the greatest 
root gro^h occurs. 
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SUIEiARY 
Fertilizer experiiaents in the greenhouse 
and field may "be siaasiarized briefly as follov/s: 
1. The 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 had a greater 
effect on the development of both the primary and 
secondary roots of corn than the 0-12-0» 
2, Ge3?mination and root growth of corn were 
retarded when the fertilizers were applied in contact 
with the seed, 
3. The desirable effects of fertilizers on • 
the early grov/th, maturity, and yield of corn appeared 
to be in proportion to the development of the roots of 
the plant, 
4, The greatest developnxent of both the 
primary and secondary roots v;as secured vihen the ferti­
lizers trere applied in the bill thoroly mixed ivith the 
soil in an area large enough to prevent any retardation 
of germination. 
5. In greeaahouse experiments the 2-12-2 and 
0-12-2 applied in the hill nixed v/ith the soil decreased 
the production of nitrates and lowered the nitrify ng 
povter of the soil for tv/o v;eeks after the fertilizers 
T;ere applied, 
6, The retardation of germination of corn 
was not due entirely to the osmotic press-ure of the 
-de­
salt sol-ution. The elongation of cells and the rate of 
cell division «?as retarded by certain fertilizers inde­
pendently of the osEiotic infl-uence. 
7. ii-pplications of ssall ano'-ints of nitro­
gen and potassi-ma in the hill apparently increa£5ed the 
availability of phosphorus in rhe soil, 
S. VMth ordinary applications, 150 pounds 
per acre, of the fertilizers the best results with 
corn were obtained vjhen the fertilisers vove applied 
in the hill« However, with larger a-.plications the 
broadcast method gave as good results as the hill methods 
studied* 
9. In the fertilization of v.'heat and oats 
ordinal^ applications gave the best results when drilled 
in the seed roi?. However, the tents in 1925 shov; that 
vjheat was affected sore by seasonal conditions than by 
the fertilisers. 
10* A corn planter fertilizer attachiaent was 
designed to locate the fertilizer in the hill sixed •!,?ith 
the soil. By use of an ad.iustable spreader the ferti­
lisers could be located l/2 to 1 inch above the seed 
mixed v/ith the soil. 
The Tsriter '>7ishes to express bis appreciation 
to Dr. ?. E. Bpovvii for his :elp in outlining t'r.e problen, 
suggestions and cpiticisss given tl'ipuout the work. Credit 
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Drs. 5. Stevenson, H. J. Harper, Paul Saerson, L. V/. 
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Plate 7 
Hmber 5. Cheek 
" 6. 100 lbs. per acre of 2-12-2 "Contact" 
" 7. 100 lbs. " " " 0-12-0 " 
" 3. 100 lbs. " " " 0-12-2 

Plate 8 
Kumber 13, Check 
" 14. 100 lb2» per ace of 2-12-2 "sides" 
" 15. 100 lbs. per acre of 0-12-0 "sides" 
" 16. 100 lbs. acre of 0-12-2 "sides" 

Plate 9, 
Hteaber 21. Check 51 
t# 22. 100 lbs, per acre of 2-12-2 "Belovr" 25. 100 lbs. per acre of 0-12-0 "Below" 
24. 100 lbs. De." acre of 0-12-2 "Below" 

Plate 10 
Susiber 29. Check 
" 30. 200 lbs. per acre of 2-12-2 *'Ccntact" 
" 52. 200 lbs. per acre of 0-12-2 "Contact" 

Plate 11 
Hmber 37. Ciieck 
" 58. 200 lbs. per acre of 2-12-2 "Sides" 
" 39. 200 lbs. per acre o? 0-12-0 "Sides" 
" 40. 200 lbs. per acre of 0-12-2 "Sides" 

K-umber 45. Cneclj: 
Ifuabep 46 , 200 lbs, per acre of 2-3.2-2 "Belov/" 

Plate 13«. 
Htur.ber 47. 200 lbs. per acre of 0-12-0 "l-olov; 
^ 48. 200 lbs. per acre of 0-12-2 "Belou 

i 
100 lb6. per acre. 
z-\z-z 
100^  lbs, pe.raora O-lt-0 'O® lb». p«r »tre «4 0-17-2/ 
PLATE 14 
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100 Ibd. per ^ ve. of O-lZ-0 
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100 Ibfj, por aovG of 2-12-2 "Below" 
100 Ibtj. per aoro of 0-12-0 "Dolow" 
100 lbs. per uci'e of 0-12-2 "Bolov/" 
Plate 23 
Ntuaber 15 ~ Oheck 
" 14 - 200 Ibo. per* slcii'Q of 2-12-2 ''Contact" 
" 15 - 200 lbs, per acre of 0-12-0 "Contact" 
" 16 - 200 Ifcs, per acpe of 0-12-2 ''Contact'' 

Plato 24 
Htcnber 17 - Check 
" 18 - 200 Iba. 
" IS - 200 Iba. 
" 20 - 200 lbs. 
per acre 2-12-2 "fjj.des" 
per acre 0-12-0 "Sides" 
per acre b-12-2 ''Sides" 

i. w 
Htcaber 21 - Check 
" 2S - 200 Ibr. per acre of 2-12-2 
" 25 - 200 Iw;;. per acre of 0-12-0 
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Photograph shoviing "IBM" location of fertilizer 
Plate 54. 
Photograph shov/ing "Sides" location of fertilizer 
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150 ^ per acre 0~12'0 I-H'M 























150 per acre 2-12."2 I-H 
•pLATC 40 
150*^per acre 2s\Z-Z 
•platc 41 

Uum'ber 1 - Coixtroi 
® 2 - S-agar solution 
B. - After 6 days, 
number 1 - Control 
2 - Sugar solution 





Ktcaber 1 - Control 
Htttaber 2 - 2-12-2 
Plate 45, 
Section of root tip X 475 
16.6 35^aent moisture 
Ho treatment. 
Plate 46 
Section of root tip, X 475, 
16.6 percent aoisture 
200 lbs. per acre of 0-12-0 
Plate 47. 
Section of root tip, X 950 
6.6 percent moistxire 
200 lbs. per acre of 2-12-2 
Plate 48, 
Section of root tip, X 950 
15,6 percent mcisttjre 
200 los, per acre of 2-12-2 
Plate 49. 
Section of root tip, X 50 
6.6 percent moisttire 
200 lbs. per acre of 2-12-2 
Plate 50 
Section of root tip. X 50 
16.6 percent Eoisture. 
200 lbs, per acre of 2-12-2 
Plate 51 
Section of root tip. X 950 
16,6 percent moistiire 
200 lbs. per acre of 0-12-2 
Plate 52 
Section of root tip. X 950 
6.6 percent moistxire 
200 lbs, per acre of 0-12-2 
Plate 55, 
r 
Plot 15, Uo treatment. Jijne 18, 1925, 
Plot Ko. 13 , 150 l"bs. per acre of 2-12-2 
"IBM", Jime 18, 1925. 
Plate 54. 
Left: Plot 8, 150 lbs, per acre of 0-12-0 "IHMA" 
Right : Plot 7, 150 lbs, per acre of 0-12-0 "IKM" 
Jtine 26, 1925, 
Plate 55, 
Left: Plot 15, 300 lbs. per acre of 2-12-2 "IM" 
Right: Plot 14, 300 lbs. per aci*e of 2-12-2 "Br." 
26, 1925, 
Plate 56* 
Left: Plot 16, 300 lbs. pep acre of 2-12-2 "IBHA 
Right: Plot 15, 300 lbs» per acre of 2-12-2 "IE" 
Jxme 26, 1926 
Plate 57. 
5. Uo treatraent 
July 4, 1325. 
Plate 58. 
Plot 7, 150 lbs. per acr-e of 0-12-0 "imi 
.Tn"Tr /<. iopc; 
Plot 8. 150 1133» per acre of 0-12-0 "IHLIA" 
July 4, 1925, 
Plate 60. 
Plot 15. 500 lbs. per acre of 2-12-2 "IHK" 
July 4, 1925. 
Plots 
Plots; 8 7 
Plate 62. 
Plots: 12 11 
Plate 65. 

20 19 18 17 
Plate 65 
Plate 55 
The "Wind-up" on fertilizer attachment Tised to 
drill the fertilizer thru the hill. 
Plate 67 
The Adjustable spreader. 
Plate 68 
The "Adjustable" spreader in position. 
